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Foreword -

1

This.fifth in the series of six monographs which comprise theSports Safety Series deals with
safety in aquatic activities. It was not possible to include all of the activities which,. are
frequently included under the broad classification of aquatics because of the limitations on the
length of this monograph. Consequently, sale activities such as whitewater canoeing, rowing
andothers have not been included. By the 'same token, most or the discussions are limited to the
major considerations for safety. The reference lists at the end of each chapter should provide the
individual who is interested in more detailed information with adequate resources.

The responsibility for this revision of the textbook, Sport Safety, originally published in
1970 by the Safety Education Diviskin of the American Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation (AAHPER) h'is been undertaken by the American School and

%Community Safety Association ( ttSCSA) which replaced the Safety Education Division under
"the' revised structuret the AAHPER, The American Alliance for Health, Physical Education
and Recreation.

The format of thisSports Safety Series was chosen so that it would not be necessary for an
individual with interests in specific activity areas to,purchase a large Publication dealing with
all areas of sports and safety. However, in order to accomodate persons who wish to buy all six
monographs, a limited number of all six booklets bound into a single volume are available at a
:eduction in price.

The Sports Safety Series includes the following six monographs, all edited by the same
committee.

#1 Administration and Supervision for Safety in Sports
#2 Acciilent SurVeillance Systems for Sports
#3 Safety in Team Sports
#4 Safety in Individual and Dual Sports
#5 Safety in Aquatic Activities
#6 Safety in Outdoor Recreationa) Activities.
The ASCSA and the Coeditors appreciate very much the efforts of the several individual

authors who are identified in the list of contributors in each monograph. In many instances the
original authors updated or completely revised their original contributions and in other cases
alternate authors have presented a somewhat different approach to safety in a specific-activity.

Joseph Borozne
Chauncey A. Morehouse
,Stanley F. Pechar

Co-Editors
Sports Safety Series
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Chapter 1

CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF
AQUATIC ACCIDENT'S

. . .....r
E. Louise Priest

American NAional Red Cross
. ,, `., / .

,

"fiSafety in aquatic activities is dependent, upon everal factors. and most important among

.
them are the individual's ability to swim, and ability to recognize hazardous conditiOn.saod
practices Drowningand in fact all water accidents, could be prevented if all persons engaging.
in aquatic actiVitiest were capable of doing three things: (a.) swim well enough to remove
themselves from dangerous situation, (h.) recognize and avoid hazards and unsafe practices,.
and (c ) have the knowledge and skill tosafeiy assist others, in an emergency. (1) It is the goal of
'water safety education to provide aquatic enthusiasts with these abilities. Unfortunately, all
aquatic enthusiasts do not avail themselves Of water safety education. Participation in allforms
of aquatic activity continues to rise. and every year nearly 150 million Americans engage in
same kind of aquatic recreation. (2) Literally, millions of theympeople cannot even swim, and

in'faer as National Safety Couricil statistics shmk, 60 percent of drowning finalities occur to
people whoaccidentally find thernselvesin the water. (6) Thus, the task of public education Is a
monumental one Of prime importance to that task is thCneces5ity for &locators and profes-
sional recreator4, including those who are nbt themselves aquatic enthusiasts; to recognize the
cases of aquatic accidents, and to became aware of prevention. gt.

The field of aquatics is amazingly broad, and encompasses swimming, diving, skin and
scuba diving, fislijng, surfing, water skiing, and boating. The varieties of these activities, and
the settings.in Which they occur are numerous. The accidents which happen to people engaged
in these activities, however, invariably are due to one or more of the following factors: fac
inability to swim or to recognize hazards,(b) the condition of the facilities, (c) the condition ti;.,
or lack of safe7equ'ipment,'(d) inadequatior lack of supervisory personnel, and (e) unsafe
attitudes and practices. ;These will be dealt with separately, with specific mention of factors
unique to various settings where appropriate.

t

s1/4

Swimming Ability ,
AcCording to the National Safety Council, more than 8,000 persons drowned'in the United

States in 1975. Of these, about 3,000 were swimming or playing in the water. The remaining
5,000 drownings were non-swimming,fatalities, where people fell into the water unintention-

. ally. These included falls from shore, docks, bridges, commercial transport vessel's, fishing
and recretotorial boats, and accidents on home premises. Of the total drowning accidents in.1

1975, 860 involved children under 5 years of age; 1,580 from ages S to 14: 2,610 from ages 15
to 24; 1.,820 from ages 25 to 44. and 1,200 from ages 45 to 64. Hofne drowning accidents
accounteif for approximately.. 900 of the deaths in 1975. The specific locations included
swimming pools (350): bathtubs (230), wells, cisterns, and cess pools (70), other open bodies
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of water (100), and unspecified places. (6) In a study designed partially to slimy the relative
frequency of drowning by cause of accident, Gabrielsen (5) cited the following causes in
desc&aling order of frequency:

1. Boating
2,.Child unattended

.

1
. 32Fa [ling into watdr

.6 " 4. Swimming in unguarded area
-. 5. Stepping into hole

6. Trying to swim too far
g.7. Injured or intoxicated

8. Shock from cold water
9. Falling off floating object

. , 10. Playing on -i.cre
1 1. Heavy surf 7

12. Falling off water.skis 1 i '
15. Working near water and falling in
14. Ice skating . .
15. Air giving out in scuba ..

e 16:Caught in seaweed '..
1

Because the majority of fatal. ateraccidents happen to people who had no intention of going
into.the water, everyotie should leko to swim at least well enough to rescue himself or herself in
an emergency. The most effective wartoiearn swimming and water safety is through courses
taught by trained instructors. When Commodore Wilbert E. Longfellow started the Life Saving
Service of the American Red Cross in 1914, he concentrated wisely on the organization and .

training of volunteer lifergaving corps throughout the country to supervise otherwise unguarded
beaches. It soon became evident, however, that a traiiN -group of life savers was not the final
solution to the problems of drownings, and changes in the approach to the problem were
reflected in the slogan coined by the CoMmodore: "Everyone swimmer. every swimmer a
lifesaver.-" The slogan reflects the philosoplhat the next best to cope with the accidqtal
drowning situation is RS tpitf as 'many people as possible in life techniques. The total-

, i water saftly program, thusrabges from the teaching of beginning swim ing through the most
advanced pf swimming and lifesaving '11,s, and throughout an emphasis is placed on safety 4
consciousness anchhe awareness of ca 'of aquatic accidents. The level Of swimming skill
necessary for safety varies somewha ith the type of aquatic activity and the setting.

. Obviously the more skilled an individual isthe safer he or she will be. While often disregarded
or considered noessential, swimming ability is necessary for safety in such aquatic activities
as scuba diving, water skiing, and all types of boating. In actual fact, the,need to know how to
swim is paramo'unt in any. and all types of aquatic recreation.

C'

c

I

Planning A Safe Facility ' ...,
One of the first principles of water safety is to choose a safe place for aqtkvic activity of any

kind.bb.sytnusly, a reasonably ,safe area is one in which hazards are iemoved r minimized, to
prevent tithwrritngs, accidents, injtiries or illness.

Following are some of the things that should be considered when choosing or diveloping a
..

safe fayility:
non-swimmers.

,
I. Depths of water should be clearly marked, and shallow areas roped off for non-swimmers.
2: The water should be clear and unpolluted.
3. The bottom should have a gentle slope, with no holes,*stepoffs, or underwater obstruc-

tions. ,.

4 The bottom should be free of debris, and shOuld be firm 'sand or gravekor concrete.

-. 21 0



5. The swimming area.should be free of, or protected from, dangerous marine life.
6. Deck or beach area should be free of glass and debris.
7 Rafts, piers and decks should be of sturdy. ron-skid construction, and piers and rafts

shotd have railings.
8 Areas should bck free of strong currents or strong wave action which are generally

hazardous.

9. The swimming area should be fenced, to avoid unauthorized entry.
10 Buoys should mark boundaries between swimmict. and boating activity areas. and no

boats other than guard boats shojild ever be ailed into the swimming urea.
11 Guarctchairs should be situated in such aitnanner thatlan unobstructed view of the area to be

guar* is possible, and should be 5 t6 6 feet above deck level.
12 Water of adequate depth for diving is essential if diving is to be allowed4, Preferred depth

(AAU) is 12 fact fora 1-meter board. 13 fleet for a 3-meter board. There is some indication
from the Consumer Product Safety Commission report that even these depths may not be
adequate to prevent some neck and back injuries. (3)

'Chapter3. pages 15.19, provides more detailed information on construction and operation of
swimming pools. Swimmin'g [XXIl owners must keep their facilities safe and heuld91 by. (a)
reducing hazards. and (b) regulating and controlling the conduct antfactions ofswimmers by
enforcing safety rules and regulations, strictly and impartially.

Causes of Injuries other than Drowning

;Aside from drowning, the conduct of swimmers can and unfortunately does lead to olkeE.... ;

injuries. conic of them permanently disabling. It has been estimated that there-are approx)-
mately 500 cases of death or pennameni paralysis annually, resulting from spindl ford injuries
caused by diving and water slide accidents. (4) These may be caused by improper use of the
slide or board, inadequate depth of the pool. or improper slope of the bottom. This type of
injury happens also when there are underwater obstructions. or where diving is allowed (or
done) in shallow _water. Other, and more niinor, injuries which occur around pools are
contusions. abrasions. fractures and sprains These are usuallj a result of Swimmer behavior.
and occur. when supervision is inadequate and safety rules are not enforced.

Accidents at unenclosed seashore areas may be caused by some al!tditional factors. (a)
unknown currents and unexpected wale activity. (b) being struck by a sailboat Or other craft
which may he in the sane area. (c) being carried out beyond, swimming areas while on a
flotatitin device, (d) failure to observe flags and danger mg nais designed to warn swimmers,
and (e) rough play on the beach with balls and other game equipment., Water depth can vary,
greatly "Pith the tide. and bottom conditions can change drastically at ocean beaches, and
swimmers must be aware of these factors. Novices and non - swimmers are more likely to get
into trouble at beaches and swimming areas that are unfamiliar to them.

Overcrowding and murky water cOnditions are considered to be factors in many water
accidents in public swimming facilities, while inadequate barriers against unauthonzed entry
'may be a factor in private pool drownings.,

Equipment

Unfortunately. one of the greatest area of neglect ;n aquatic facilities oftall kinds is safety
equipment Safety equipment should include basic rescue equipment such as reaching poles.
ring buoys, heaving lines, and rescue tubes. In camps and lakes'where there are boating
activities, there must be an adequate number of U.S. Coast Guard approved persoirla flotation
devices (PFD'S) An approx ed PFD'is required by law fot each individual in boating activities.
and these should always be worn by non swimmers. Some additioal equipment considerations
are:

-
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I Lifelines should be buoyed and secure.
2 First aid equipment should he as adage,. and someone Assays on duty ssho is trained

in first aid.
3 Ls cry aquatic faellity should ['Svc a baekboarel, and personnel %WNW he trained in its use.
4 Properly. col pped lifeboats should he .satiable at lake ssatcrftonts. Es ery lifeboat should

has ea eress of tts o. Proper equipnipm for a lifeguard boat me hides extra oars.., dams ing
ring buoy a 25' !leasing line. .1 reaching pole. an anehor, a bailer, and a Coast Guard
.ippros ed PFD for each person aboard.

5. Adequate eommumeation sy.stenis for safety %sill ith Hales. but all should has e a
telephone. %sub emergency numbers dearly posted. Some faeilities, because of size. may
require tssossa radios, public address systems. bullhorns or flags.

6 Where there are resusenators or respirators. personnel must he trained in their use.
Needless to say. all safety equipment must be ,kept to good repair. and periodic retraining of
personnel in its use is highly adt 'sable. Many facilities pros ide binoculars. masks, fins and
snorkles, ayd sonic es en scuba gear for rescuers trained in their use. Adequate facility
management requires that all equipment should be regularly checked and properly maintained.
Respect for this equipmeht should be taught to sts limners. and no safety equipment should es er
be used for play or expenniiintation by patrons.

Supervisory Personnel

Lad of adequate supers mon is one of the main eauses of aquatic accidents. All aquatic
facilities must he supers ised by an adequate number of persons trained in ,cater safety and
life.sas mg, techniques.

Duties of Supersisnrs. The duties of an &cos e aquatic supers ism are %tined. The
principal responsibiluks include:

I . inspection of equipment and the facility
2. maintenance of equ'-inent and the facility
3 elimination of tzar there possible
4 marking of nonre. .!i: hazards
5. supervision of %%sin...tiers
6. teaching

In addition to the abtis e, aquatic are responsible for staff tupersision and staff
in-sers lee training

Rules and Regulations. Rules and regulations must be posted and imp.. fly enforced.
W hale sonic rules tat) tsith eonditions in different facilities. some basic sale conduct rules
.dos s apply, and are necessary for the sat'ety of all patrons. If smelly adhered to. these rules
should prey ent many aquatic injuries and aeeidents. Lists of such niles are available in poster
form Won local chapters of the American Red Cross. free of charge. These sAtould be
conspicuously posted at es ery aquatic facility.

Supervision of Shimmers. Quite contrary to public opmion, lifeguarding is a non
gjanitirous, boring. tedious. a totting Job. The constant. alert sung:111411,x of summers- is an
absolute necessity ..intris the most impunant task of the aqua', supers Nor. Texts on lifeguard-.
inx.. arc and should he used as reference infatuation for .ill aquatic ,tapers hors.

Supervision during Instructitinal Programs. In all instructional programs. there must
always be a qualified lifeguard on duty whose wily duty is guarding and safely surseillance of

inners
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In-service training.-- Id-service training of aquatic personnel should include, besidesskill
reviev.s4liscussion of any hazards or know n trouble areas unique to the facility. accident action
plan reslew, and re% iew instructions in the use of any resuscitation equipment. In-service
training is Often neglected. e% en though it is known to be effective in maintaining an alert,
competent supervisory staff.

I, Number of Supervisory Staff. It is impossible to give a standard recommendation as to
number of staff required for safety This w ill always vary according to the facility and patron
load A "rule of thumb" that has sometimes been applied is one supervisor to every 25
switnivers In actuality, indi% idual judgments must be made. based upon the facility, the
swimther load, and other factors.

lAttittides Practices

One of the most importtint factors in presenting aquatic accidents is de%eloping safety
,iitutudes in all persons engaging in aquatic actin ity . The fostering of safety consciousness
should be of prime consideration in all instructional programs. It is extremely difficult to
Interest people to safety, xnd to con% ince them that accidents do not just happen." they are
1 carrell 11()Ue%i3r, the o% erall attitude of super isory staff, the clearposting and enforcing of
rules, and a continuing emphasis on the for safety w ill do much to foster the safety
Consciousness so necessary' for a safe aquatic facility.

Some of the uricsafe situations that result in drove nings are as follows:
I non %%cutout.% who step off into a hole, or get into deep water and are unable to regain their

footing
2 nos fees or weak sw limner% %%Ito become exhausted and panic. or who ove estimate their

ability
3 sw milder% who become exhausted. or have a cramp and panic -

Shme unsafe practices that result in injury or draw ning are as follows:
diving into Shallow water. and diving into unknown water where there are tobstructions

2 running on decks. runways and ramps
irtiving frobi the board before the previous di% er has moved away from under thNard
. 4. non - swimmers relying upon flotation device% in deep water

5. getting caught in weeds. cummt%. and undertows
ti swimming alone
7. swimming in unguarded. unsafe area or facility
8, pushing people into the water
9 going to the Sid of someone in trouble. when untrained in proper lifesaving techniques

1(li swimming while intoxicated
;Yet:Waits adios% of life in'aquatic activ ities are unnecessary, and are too often the result of

negligeme ..tilost, if not all such incidents, could be avoided. Even with concerted and.
informed efforts, we may never eliminate all aquatic accidents. However, if proper emphasis
were gi% en to learning to swim. maintaining a safe facility. proper safmy equipment. adequate
sup:mist'," personnel. and the promotion of safe altitudes and practices. it would go a long way
towards minimizing this needless suffering. The task is a big one, and will never be ac-
coMplished without a concerted effort on The part of all involved. Safety is everybody's job.

5 13
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Chapter 2

. AQUATIC SAFETY IN THE BASIC
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

Louis p. MacNeill
The Pennsylvania State University

The importance of safety procedures before, during, and after instructional classes in
swimming is emphasized in this chapter. This *(ncludes the usual classes in beginning,
intermediate, advanced sVvimming and diving, life saving and water safety and classes in scuba
diving.

Aquatic safety has been an important concern ever since Nich6las Winmann wrote.the first
book on swimming in 1538. From the time Commodore Wilbert E. Longfellow founded the
U.S. Volunteer Life Saving Corps in 1890, through the years of the YMCA's Life Saving
promotion program in 1909, the American Red Cross in 1914, and the founding of the Council
for National Cooperation in Aquatics in 1951, there have been many developments in the area
of aquatic safety.

It is important that all instructors know and understand the importance of safety information,
and that they teach safety skills, at all levels of instruction.

Aquatic organizations such as the Council for National Cooperation in Aquatics (C.N.C.A.)
and the Aquptic Council of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation emphasize the necessity of rewiring a lifeguard to be op duty during all beginning
swimming classes wherever they are conducted. This aaerkfelkfe's.primarily to the legal
liability for accidents in all class-oriented aquatic classes. ? i"

According to the American Red Cross (A.R.C.): "Safety in and on the water begins with the
ability to swim well enough to care for one's self under ordinary conditions." Real water safety
is also based upon- the following factors: '

v
I. Ability to recognize and avoid hazardous water conditions and practices
2. Ability to use self-rescue skills to get out of dangerous situations

. 3. Skill in rescuing or assisting persons in danger of drowningi.:(1)
Aquatic safety begins with welkramed, experienced aquatic workers at all levels from

volunteers to professionals and administrators. This knowledge base is of extreme importance
not only to reduce accidents but also for protection against liability suits for today more people
are willing to take legal action in cases of injury or death due to accidents. The latter has
compelled leading aquatic organizations to advocate certification programs for aquatic workers
at all levels and to set up minimum standards in all aquatic areas.

Aquatic Accidents

The number Of "water accidents" and drownings are increasing each year at an alarming rate
in proportion to the increasing Number of participants. .

Gabrielsen, Spears and Gabrielsen (5) recommend various ways to eliminate these,unfortu-

15



nate incidents and outline steps that should be follow ed. According to Gabrielsen et al (5).
responsibility rests cc ith parents. public education. and the community The groups have the

full cooperation of the state and tlic nataon with new legislation and safety rules for all aquatic.

activities.
Although this discussion centers around a "controlled" or class situation. many other

important safety procedures must be followed regarding pool,. beach or dock facilities. water
sanitation and basic rules and regulations concerning safety equipment and lifeguard training

In addition to the pre% onion of drum. nings, w ater safety is concerned ith the total health and
welfare of people in all aquatic actic tries. It deals w ith the causes, prevention and elimination of
conditions, practices. or procedures which may he detrimental to any participant.

Know ledge necessary fur safety in aquatics consists in a large measure of knowing when.
where, and how much to participate. Safety skills include primarily the abilities to meet
common hazardous conditions w ith which the .swiminer may he confronted This is the
substance olper;.onal safety in the water. This knowledge and skill should be included as an
important part of all levels of instruction in aquatic activities.

A water safety program has as its primary objective the creation in every indic idual of an
aw artness of accident causes and the ways m which accidents can be prey tinted Experience has

shown at the most effectice way to attain this objectic e is through certified courses taught by

trained instructors

Aquatic Administration

The responsibilities for keeping aquatic facilities safe and healthful lies with the owner ttfthe
facility and the Director of Aquatics Standards are now being formulated for aquatic workers at
all lecels. Soon all aquatic workers %%ill have to he certified in their particular area before they

can secure positions It is the pnniary responsibility of the aquatic administrator to:
I . Reduce hazards to a minimunt.
2. Control and regulate the actions and conduct of patrons who may cause injurilts to

themselves or to others. Sonic things may he done safely in the water or on land, while

others may not, the should he stated as rules and regulations and he posted in prominent

places.
3 Protect the safety, health and welfare of patrons by enforcing the rules and regulations

which have been established for thi: good of all.
Adequate super ision of the facility must he maintained at all times. Lack of proper and

continuous supers 111011 is one of the major causes of accidents and fatalities Supervision is a
state of mind One must be alert to anticipate and obserce potentially dangerous situations and

to prevent their occurrence
eater safety begins cc ith learning to swim and receiving instniction in aquatic skills and

knowledge which will enable an Indic ideal to take care of himself in the water in emergency
situations

The Teaching Area

Pie Council fur Natio.nal Cooperation in Aquatics (3) has excellent recommendations for
min 111L1111 standard, ft r swimming pools. It is important that these standards be followed in the

planning of all new pools. Many of the recommendations may he carried over to beach, lake

or dock situations
V) ater depth w ill depend upon the instructor's methods and id6as about w hether it is best that

a beginner be taught in shallow water w here the pupil nray stand on the pool bottom,or in the

deep water using ,t flotation device in order that the pupil may not use the pool bottom as a
"crutch...

8 1 6



In the case of pools. the deck markings should avoid the word "Deep" as in "5 feet deep" to
deter a swimmer who sees only the word "Deep" from diving head first into a pool area
designed for swimming rather than diving.

With regard to natural swimming areas, some basic requirements in developing a safe
waterfront include pure, unpolluted, and tested water, a firm bottom with proper slope, free of
slip-offs, holes, broken bottles, and cans, proper depths for teaching nonswimmers and for
lifesas ing and dik ing skills, speLial Lonsiderattons should be given to tide, currents, undertows,
and other skater movement. Consideration should also be given to waves which are dangerous
to nonswimmers as well as to doLk structures and to harmful varieties of marine life (for
eXample jelly fish. Portuguese man-of-war, and stingray ) located in or adjacent to the swim-

--minc facility.
If a bathing plat: is to be made reasonably safe, provisions must be made for the prevention

of drove nings, aLudents. illnesses, and injuries. Proper supers 'son and suitable equipment are
required fur the detection and resLue of those who get Into difficulty. A safe faLility is just as
necessary for nonswimmers as it is for advanced swimmers.

Personal Safety,.

AL,ording to Moloney (8) safe swimming is in) aLLident. It begins with identifying a plat:
that people seek out" to enjoy aquatic aLtis tries. lamost Lases, these areas may be "set up'
as good teaching areas.

MolonLy recommends that water safety. 4.011SO011% instructors look at certain factory when

visiting a swimming pool for the first time.
The recommendations include:

I Nonslip decks
2 Water depths in (Its mg areas (appropriately marked)
3. Proper deck markings
4 Lighting
5. Water sanitation
6. Os cribs% system design
7. Play equipment
8 Posted rules and regulations
9. Posted *Iimergency Procedures'.

10. Provisions for seialring the pool when not in use
It is important that rules and regulations tAmLerning health and safety be thoroughly

e'splamed not only to the pupils in the class. but to their parents as well. Parents should inform
the in,truLtors of any ty pe of illness that their child may be susceptible to including skin rashes,
ear troubles, seiiiires. etc

In aquati, areas other than pails. the N MCA has listed potential safeguards which are as
follow s:

I The bottom of the swimming area is free of hidden haiards and the slope of the leach is
gradual

2 The surrounding beach is a controlled area.
3. Water sanitation is adequate.
4. Safety equipment such as poles, ropes, floating devices are at hand.
5 First.aid kit is available
6. Emergency procedures are written out.,
7. An dock and pier areas are free of haiards.
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The Aquatic Instructor

te.k.hers m aqu.itic classes sh cold be %%ell trained and have been taught in a Lenified
program They should be a%%are of xisting state and national 1.1%, com.erning teaching in
public or private schools. agencies and clubs.

it endied. efficient and effecti% e aquatic instiuctor must he kno%%ledgable concerning all of

his spek.ifik. responsibilit.es. They include inspection and maintenance of the facility and
equipment. elimination of typical Nino% able hazards in and around the facility, marking those

%%Inch cannot be reino%ed toinake them conspicuous keeping other staff members alencd to
their duties. and teaching surnal techniques and knowledge as %%ell as s%%imining skills.

He must see that rules and regulations for health and safety are conspicuously posted. are
understood by all participants. and then he must see that these Hiles arc enforced. In super ised
and %%eH regulated facilities. 1. USJOin and !slum ledge of local conditions %%ill often dictate those

regulations needed, to govern the conduct of bathers.
Basic safety oinsiderations to protect s%% limners should include slim and gradual adjustment

'to mater. restricted areas for s%% miming. diving. boating,Lanoeing,, and sailing, regularly
scheduled penods for aquatic actkities. constant. alert. and competent supervision of the
aquatic facility or %%aterfront. ability tests to be sure that s%% limners arc properly classified.
cfik:c sy stems both into a t-TJ-i;ut of the mater. avilability of rescue equipment recommended

by the \ R C These include lifelines. booms. rug buoys. Shepherd's Crook. hea%ing line,
safety post. lifeguard stands: backbvards..illaboards. rescue tubes. folding Lamas stet k.her.
rescue boards. lifeboats. %%Ipstles and snoikeling equipment (2).

0- -- Safety Procedures for Class instruction

Thi:safety procedures follimed in all basic classes for, beginning. intermediate. ad% diked
s%% limning and di% mg classes should be similar. Safety-1'0r basic dosses in skin and sk.uba

di% mg are inure in%ol%ed. therefore. merit a separate chapter in du; monograph.
Rules and regulations com.enung safety procedures in aquatic Masses %.iry from state to

state S nue states ha% e no niles to co% er a ..lass situation. National and:state aquatic associa-

tions are. concerned %%ith establishing uniform Loss that co% er Lenification of terichei.s,
lifeguards. minimum stantbirds. etc.

In the State of Pennsy aina. for instance it is the lam that -'any person holding a yalid
1.4:rtifI..dc to teach in the publik. schools of the Commom% earth nay ti,-ac h sk.heduled instcui.tion

of s. in s% limning pro% Klett that such a person Wolds %Mid current Lenification as tin ARC

Water Safety Instructor or YMCA Aquatic Instructor or Director."
It is also a Its that Shen a 11. hool's pool is open for student recreational use. a person

holding a lifeguard certification shall he in attendance at all times.-
'The question Of requiring a lifeguard on duty during all beginning s%%imining classes is

becoming more and more prow rent in discussions at ,state and national conferences.

Accident Pre%ention in Swimming Instruction

Hum tan Integration of the pre ention of accidents and the control of injuries be al'
1,1iiiipliskl in the :!..achtrig of elementary s%% imming Age of the pupate in a class must be
..onsidcrcd It secms ko hc, du. ,ustom to ass Lite nun mime rs nth children, %% hercas there

arc adults slit) are Ow nonst%ininiers T1 .igc of the pupils in the nonsv% limner group h the
Jut: to the method of approach. the 1Kiler in %%Inch skills %Lill be presented. and %Vhether or not

the appcal should he onside to a younger mind or a mature mind. The National Safety Counxil
statxs that to ti.adt bcouixr swintiiii4 to a six year old is quite different from teaxhing t h) 4
12 year old. a 16 year old. or an adult The skills are the same for all. hat the teaching method
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and the order of presenting the skills are different. Teaching techniques must bv..1qpted to the
physical and mental abilities of the student.

It is important that the students in the aquatics classes, starting with beginning swimming. be
taught water survival techniques and sfalls related to safety in and around water.

Water survival training should be as much a part of the elementary school curriculum as
drier education is for the high school curriculum. To teach a youngster to swim without an
appreciation for some of the basiL afety factors related to an aquatic environment is compara-

ble to teaching a person to drive Without respect for the rules of the road.

Teaching Guidelines

The Amencan Red Cross ( I ) recommends several general methods of presenting water
safety information and skills to a Llass in beginning swimming. Among the-suggestions are to.

I. Work in a safe and healthful area. The children become accustomed to the high standards
of a safe area and will recognize an area that does not employ the commonly accepted
criteria of safety.

2. Discuss and demonstrate accident prevention skills. (DroWnproofing)
3. Use visual aids. such as pietu'res. posters. texts. newspapers. 'and films.
4. Let the pupils practice under supervision and with correction.
5 Include safety instruLtion in the rules and regulations of the facility. (The instructor can

present to the glass the good and had features of the facility . In this w ay hopefully the pupils

urll learn to distinguish between the good and bad features of m waterfront. It will help
them learn to recognize safe water, conditions.),

6 Call to the attention of the class any bathers who behave improperly in the w ater.
7 Whenever the oLLasion arises, point out to the Llass the sde limits of their area, Remind

them that this information is posted.
S. Caution the %lass about any inherent dangers that may he involved in presenting a given

skill.
9 Permit the use of flotation dew is to tnerLonteLertain Loordination probfems. (Those w ho

bring flotation dew Is to the area. however. should remain within the nonswimmer area
when using them.)

10. Give ability tests to newcomers. r
I I Remember that the ultimate objeLtive is. "to create in every mill% idual an aw areness of the

causes of accidents. how they can he prevented and a desire to be safe.
12. Lver)one needs to 5now %ertain things about being safe in the water. That is the meaning of

the statement that one Lannot take land habits into the water and be safe, he has to learn the
"rules of the water."

Although these suggestions may seem to be directed partiLularly to the beginning swimmer.
they are just as appliLable to the intermediate and adv anLed swimmers. Often as individuals
became mien; familiar with thew atcr env ironment they became less avv are of potential dangers.

All sw limners need a penodiL reminder that safety comes firit in aquatic activities.
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Chapter' 3

THE DESIGN OF PUBLIC SWIMMING FACILITIES

Matthew J. Pantera
, Weston, Massachusetts

This chapter is an attempt to provide basic design and operational standards 'fOr public
swimming facilities. It should be understood as a checklist which is usefid for the student,
aquatic area managers, and the lay building committee. For our purposes, the terms indoor
pool. outdoor pool. and beach will refer to swimming places that are operated by all types of
organized groups. Private residential pools will not be discussed.

The Beach

Thercshould be specific set lifeguard positions on a beach, Start with a wooden center tower,
15-20 feet high, which will seat 2-3 lifeguards and store emergency equipment. This tower and
other chairs which will be described, should be placed close to the edge df the water, depending
on the tide pattern. On either side of the center tower there should be single _eat 7 feet high
lifeguard chairs, spaced not more than 50 yards apart. This gives optimum coverage of
swimmers and facilitates communication between guards. Figure 1 shows a 1/4-mile section of
lifeguard stations. Towers are placed at both ends and the center of the beach.

South
<1 or

West

North
or D

East

ti
N

50yds. 50yds.
R

Figure 1: Arrangement for Lifeguard Towers and Chairs at a Swimming Bach

Such a design defines clearly the guarded sector and enables the guards to be seen as well as
heard as they oversee the area. Such an alignment permits the development of a systematic
rotation of individual guards, and expedites coverage of all areaareas during emergency situations.
The guards can build up sand piles in front of the towersin order to break their jump and prevent

injury as they exit the towers. Signs should be posted on chairs and towers prohibiting beach
patens from occupying areas between the lifeguard station's-and the water's edge.
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Buoys well-anchored in the water should define the limits of the swimming area. The
distance.and depth these buoy s should be placed from shore will he determined by the tide and
the space needed to accomodate the number of petiple expected at peak hours. Buoy should not
be used to mark off the deep areas from the shallow ones because inexpc;..nced swimmers may
be attracted to these demarcation cans and thus put ihemsels es in a position of danger. Fifty feet
beyond this initial line of markers which :s referred to as the swimmer limit line," there
should be a second line of buoy s with lights that is the "the boat limit line." General
navigational procedures do not permit boats to pass between these markers. Ss nimers in the
water are thus assured protection from motor boats and other craft.

Safely equipment at a beach will vary according to particular needs. Minimal equipment
induces binoculars at each tower, first aid kits. 3 sets of fins. snorkels and masks, rescue tubes
at each lifeguard station, surfboards at each tower. 2 row boats for each 1/4-mile section of
beach, communication equipment and basic maintenance equipment. One might employ a
system of colored flags to tell`patrons if particular sectors of the beach are open and to inform
them of conditions of the current and Undertow . For the der eloprhent of an ,effective communi-
cation system, whistles. einersrens;) air horns. two -way radios, and telephones are all useful
tools A basic sy stem of hand signals should be.iperatise. A communication network which
includes a nurse's office, state. local and park police, and all of the guards is the only way large
numbers of people can he guarded safely AS an important adjunct to a system of ch 'irs and
towers, standing positions along the shoreline aniPor in the water and boat and surfboard
stations in the w ater are excellent ways of patrolling heas Hy used areas. For a minimuni design
of a beach are, see

Boat' Limit Line
<CI

Swimmer Limit Line

<KO =1
SWIMMING AREA

Shore Line

ICI
Blanket Limit Line

111

BEACH

Changing Facilities, Nurse,
Police, Refreshments

Figure 2: Layout of Beach Area for Minimum Safety y Patrons
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Indoor Pool

Proper design of an indoor pool facility is a difficult task Unlike the beach area where nature
has set forth condn,ons and the -limitations, man designs the indoor pool environment usually

wtthone eye on capacity,ana another on finances. Economy of operating costs should be a real
Ccfnaerait9ti in. plant design and material selection. Too often this is not true.

Every PooEshoald he built to serve the young and old of both sexes, and the physically
hand ic apped The &tit, ales spectrum should include recreational swimming and instruction for

all ages. and organized cquipention and games. It is an absolute folly to design indoor pool
complei: with only one segment of the population. or one type of program in mind. The
traditional 25 yard, 3' 6' deep to 12' deep rectangular pool design does not serve the real needs
of-fix...people and programs it is built for But before we discuss the pool proper, let us discuss
the overall complex in general.,

The pool area should he designed as the focal point in the &iv erall. plant. Adjacent areas,
whether they pre exist or not, such as basketball and tennis courts, running tracks, gymnastic

mums, should all he considered when initial design considerations are made. We w ill not
discuss the factors of design in these auxilhary areas in this chapter since the space prov ided
will only accomodate a rev IC \S .0 these areas that are necessary to the operation of the pool.

For security reasons. it is of the utmost necessity to section off areas of the complex
acci athrig tii the programs and acts ties that w ill be _carried on Based on this principle, one
naturally starts w ilh the entrance,of the bui!iing lithe building is designed with operating costs

in mind, only one centrally located tickeetaker will be needed. This saves money and insures
proper inSpection and payment. if tees arc to he charged and/or attendance kept. Such an area

should work as an information center. with public pay phones. secondary rest rooms: and a

waiting area with seats and bulletin hoards and pick-up area A suitable entrance must also
provide for the hainheapped

Depending on the number of people one expects at peak time in the locker room, IS squaiv
feet per person should he pros ailed for dressing areas Additional space should be added for
toilets and showers, hi ,tt et er excess space should not be allotted since horseplay is the result. If
possible but not necessarily. a one way window that looks into the locker room from a staff
office should he installed for supers ision purposes. Vandal proof everything that taut be
destroy ed. especially t xtures such as clocks and thermostats. Install spec keyed on-off light
switches "hese sw aches will enable management to control electrical costs and protect patrons

from being suddenly thrust into darkness in the locker area In addition, the locker rooms w ill
hate to he checked by coaches. teachers, liteguanIs and;or supert hors, a special lotker room
attendant is generally an unnecessary expense.

Be sparing with glass Glass breaks easily and particles may end up on the floor creating
unnecessary injury 1rchitects today have attractive designs and materials that are almost
graffiti] proof Int c4ttgate those possibilities especially for use in elevators and toilet areas.
Hair dryers are beneficial KID can cause maintenance problems. Towel hills w ill soar during
schaxtl hours unless proper supervision can.te provided. A secure"tow el room and pickup
system fur towels Is a primary design element Otherwise. even dirty towels will
disappear Diu not build an equipment room in the locker room area. Coaches will send a student'
fora ball or other piece of equipment and it is often tempting to steal v aluahles ti'Mn the locker

Mom while It ioking for equipment Children might also tend to play w ith the equipment in this
potentially dangerous area Women's cubicles should he 3 feet by 3 feet. The design of the
locker room should be strictly utilitarian The raw of toilets and urinals to users should he I
toilet for ocry -10 wonten. I toilet for every 60 men and I unnal for every 60 men. Changing
and toilci fat. dines should he the only tunction of the locker room. Most locker rooms today can
be and.are very dangerous, Coated metals. or no metals at all would he safest.
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Exits should be planned so one group 'can exit the locker room while another can enter
without conflict.

The show erarea should he isolated from the locker room and the pool, serving as the physical
link between them, both for sanitary reasons and because rocked off and separate. management
can control use. thereby reducing vandalism. and injury due to horseplay. Everyone on an
after Slhool team can take a shower and then mote into the drying-offarea at which time the
supervisor can lock the shot,* area.

There should be one shot% er head for et ery 40 persons during peak pool time usage. The
floor should be' non-slip and the lighting vandal proof. Stainless steel fixtures are best. water
temperatures, controlled from the coaches' office should be in the range of 90%100°. A separate
drying area is advisable, tt ithout doors where excess watercan be caught thereby reducing the
risk of injury in the locker wont area. The towel storage might be locatizd off this area.
Regardless of the design of these areas, cleanliness, sanitation and disinfection are primary
concerns Depending on the size and capacity of the locker area strategie4lly placed custodian
work monks are necessary.

Pool Area Proper
t,

The recommended standards set forth in the following section have,,been sanctioned bytthe
National Swimming Pool Institute, the American Red Cross. the Council for National Co,
Operation in Aquatics and/or the NCAA.

Deck. The deck should he a minimum of 6' wide or a maximum of 20' wide. We
recommend 12' wide as the most useful width based on the varying program demands such as
the number of swimmer, on the deck at once, an example being the number of swim team
members on the deck during a compentit e swim meet. Non-slip materials should be used,
especially where people exit from the shower areas. Sunlight should not shine on the deck as
algae will grant and there should he one floor drain for every 250 squa-ie feet of deck. When
installing these floor drains, make sure they are the type that are easily maintained. AU decking
should slope grautially toward the drains Hose nipple and available water faucets should be
locattl every 5Q feet so the entire area may he easily maintained and cleaned.

A separate section at deck ley el of .it least 1200 square feet should be included for spectators
with a direct way of entering and exiting that leads from the main entrance, and which avoids
crossing an of the pool deck proper Spectators will be able to coin e and go as they please, and
they will not track dirt, nor possibly slip and injure themselves. The showerexit should be at the
shallow end of the pool so nonsw limners do not enter the deep water and unfinished concrete
should not he used for the deck surfacms it breeds algae and fungus. In the future a specially
designed carpet Indy make the deck much sal& Presently there are no carpets that realistically
Serve t h isintrpose

Walls and Ceilings. No large windows should be installed. The glass is easily broken,
sometimes shattering into the pool and illegal entry is facilitated; Thoughts should be given to a
ret;es.'sed sky light that will illuminate the area without projecting sunlight on the pdbl water or
deck. but in no way should this skylight be depended on as the only source of light. All wall
surfaces and the ceiling should he coated with a moisture resistant paint that will seal the surface
and facilitate cleaning operatims Any portion of the walls that jut out thereby becoming a
possible hazardto-comeone tt ho might slip, fall, or lean against them, should be rounded offor
padded Prot isions should he made in the beginning for installation in the ceiling of acoustical
materials. when.% Ise the pool as a learning center will he greatly limited.

A dotible tor exit 15 fegt wide by 12 feet high at deck level should be considered. Such an
entry makes possible the inclusion of boating programs (kayak and canoe handling).
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Relatilve humidity should be maintained at 50 to 60 percent and ventilation should he .
concentrated on the kpectatorV area with the area being ventilated /4 times an hour when
spectators are present Do locate the ventilation ducts at deck level because drafts will make
swimmers uncollifortable.

Pool depth and ceiling height are the two most expensive factors of design today. There is no
need to build a ceiling any higher than 20' except above the diving stations which are discussed
in some detail in Chapterz5.

s

Temperature. The air temperature in the pool area should be a minimum of 80°F t27°C)
witjtout spectators and the war should be a miiiiipum of 80°F (27°C). During competitive,
meets the room*teniperature should be 82°F (28°C) and ibe water should be 7°F (24°C).
Cooling off the water doe, not present a (find pioblem but it does mean new cold water mnst be
introduced into the system Grourpslike thosimi or citizent. the handicapped and small children,
need. Jhe warmest water and heat4, have been deveroped Thai will allow for rapid raising of
temperature Temperature recovery rates today arease degreebi our and with proper ,
scheduling of swim meets during the c.pmpetitive season, the temperaiurjean he brought up to

.

80'F (27'C) from 76°F (24°C) overnight or even-in a four-hour period if the need be, One can
control humidity by removing the moist air and iptroducing dry 'air. Infraried lamps at the
starting blocks can be an alternative to increasing the temperature of the, room during swim
meets. -

Lighting. hose responsible fit,. pool designs should be extremely wary of reconniended
lighting levels Without enough light there is a problem of safe lighting levels for theses minters
and lifeguards and with too much lighting there is a problem of glare-The minimum amount of
illumination on the deck should be 50 fo;it candles The ideal amount of lighton thedeck should
be 100 foot candles The water surface must be lighted. The deepest area of the pool and end .

walls where turns w ill take place should be illuminated with a minimum of 100 foot candle
power Too intensive lighting right over the diving area or in the do- ers' eyes should be avoided
as it may cause accidents When lights are located over the water area, a way of replacing the
bulbs when the need arises mast be considered.

Color of Area. The walls and the bottom of the pool should be white for sanitary reasons

well as safety The walls of the building should be a subdued color, especially behind thediv ing
area With regard tit all color. a mayor constderatidn should be to'minimize glare.

Overflow System. Today 's designers can recommend a variety of overflow systems.
Types include a fully recessed overflow, a partially recessed overflow, the surface skimmer
system. the rim flow sy stein and the roll-out design. The skimmer baskets work extremely well
as easy collection spots where leaves and pine needles are prevalent. However, they will not
prevent pool turhulenLe The choice among overflow sy stems f indoor pools depends on the
amount of money evailahle and mate prog1ams and public that will be.usingthe pool. For safe
competitive purposes it is necessary to see . clearly defined wall as turns are eiecuted. The
roll out design and rim flow sy stem do not provide for a raised vertical wall. Also. with the
roll-out system. the deck is pitched at a 5r4 slope for the first 10'. and a wet deck may
precipitate a dangerou%acc !dent The wisest approach is to comp`?are the program needs with the

costs, strong and weak points of each overflow system. and then to choose the system that_
offers the greatest practibility and safety protection. Regardless of the system chOsen, be sure,
except in the case of the skimmer system, the overflow leads to the surge tank and that a

sufficient rate of recirculation is maintained when the pool is being used at peak time%

Pool Bottoms and Underwater Fixtures. Underwater lighting is extremely expensive
and an unnecessary extra If underwater lights are installed, the safety of these lights must be
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a
the primary conc. n The-light fixture!. should be flush with the wall and.properly g rounded.
Three watts/square foot is the minimum. wattage desirable.

There are two types of pool bottoms one is the type that is finished with a protective
coating The other is t ,le If protective coating I. utilized, do not use a coating material that is
slippery , such as gloss ;name' paint /Jas.:ladders placed in the side walls not in the end walls.

Recess all ;tops into the wall Use noncorrosive material for all metal fittings and if poslible
but it is not necessary install an underwater window 4 feet by 8 feet in one of the side walls in
the deep end for educational purposes.

Today's designs often provide for too much water in the deep end. Deepasater is harder to
supervise and is necessary only for diving. The diving well must be separate from the remainder

dfihe pool for safety reasons Mos cable bottoms are in the experimental stages of development
at present. but might offer a solu n for future years. A thad limit of one person for every 25
square feet of ..sr ecommended. Adults can swim in wafer 4' deep: 2.4 year olds need
-cratrirt at is no more than 18 inches deep and 4.8 year olds do not need more than 36 inches of
water depth For competitive swimming there should be a depth of 4 feet. The ideal minimal
pool that sines the needs of all ages excluding the diving area should run 18 inches to 5 fcdt
deep A moveable bulkhead may be installed so a 25:yard competitiv course can be laid out
with depths between 4 feet and 5 feet The remaining 25 yards of the swimming area would run
fronrl 8 inches to 4 feet deep It is best to segment the water areas acco.txtufg to the programs that
will be using them Buoy lines should he placed k2 inches before significant depth changes and
the slope of the bottom should be gradual The ininimum width of the pool should be 46,feet
which will proved. six 7feet lanes and a 2-foot buffer zone at each side ,wall.

Equipment Storage Room. The equipment storage room should be 200 square feet with
hose nipples located on 2 of the 4 walls and a drainage pit. The floor should be saterproof and
there should be a double exit door 10' wide by 12' high that leads to the delis Y access road.
All equipmentshould he kept off the floor on shelves and racks One waterproof eabinct should

be installed for supplies such as paper towels. etc. Lighting should he a ininunum of 75 foot
candles.

Filter Room. As in the equipment storage room, the filter room should have a 10' wide by
12' high double exit door that leads to. the outside access road. There should be a complete
change of air four times an hour along with a minimum of 75 foot candles for lighting. There
should he a drrinage pit and the floor should he waterproof probably concrete. A hose nipple
should be located on each wall Groand fault protection of motors. liE..ting fixtures, and
receptisals must be installed All dry chemicals. should be stored on worilen platforms and
provisions should be made to insure that the room is fire retardant. The ceiling should be a

minimum of 20' high so'that equipment can be moved easily and a separate area of the room
should have tool racks and shelves Safety signs should be poste' tlfroughout the room and eye
goggles should be worn whenever working with the chemicals. Corrosion resu.vint ncatenals
should be standard throughout the filter room especially in or near areas where the chemicals
are stored

The Outdoor Pool

The outdoor pool design requires the safety consideraticas we have described for the.beach
and indnor,pool A few additional requirements relate to security. cleaning, and anaintenance
work, lifeguard stations and food.

A chain link fence at least 6' high should surround the entire pool. with 2 or 3 self-latching
gates The main entrance gate should be at least- 6' wide so as to accomodate exiting and

. entering traffic.
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The lifeguard ;srations should situated in positions best suited for crowd coverage with
minimum overlap but no blind spots. Lifeguards should wear sunglasses and post umbrellas in
older to nil nimize glare All eating- drinking and smoking should be prohibited inside the-pool
fence for safety reasons. ;

11Zossei, Witter Quality, Sanitation, Security, Power lines slibuld be underground for
safety and aesthetic raisons. Lockable power sources should also ,be placed Strategically
throughout an area y electricity is readily available for maintenance and special event.

The standards for water quality in swimming areas are set by state and !outboards of heaiih.
Major factors involved in maintenance of clean, clear water is complix. A limittid discussion of
pool sanitationIS.prov id,ed in.the succeeding chapter. Managers of pools and beaches must be
tamiliat with-loCal health laws. Before assuming the duties involved with a newly installed
filtration sy stem, they should panicipate in a complete orientation and training session. This

'session should be condueted it the pool that the manager will operate. They should be
conducted the manufacturers of the filter system and the builder of the pool. An excellent
book on pool filters and chemicals is the Switving Pool Operators Handbook, published by
theNational Swimming Pool Institute of Washington, D.C.

Pool cltsinicals are dangerous To guess at how much chlorine to put 'medic water can prove
harmful krthc public as well as to the person who adds it. Pool managers should learn how to

operate and maintain the proper chemical feeders. Proper water testing procedures should be
used and tests recorded on a regular basis and presented to the health authorities.

-6.
Changing and Sanihition Facilities. In providing sanitation and changing facilitieg,

Designers Cmiht to consider the pattern of use by patrons. Boards of health may require by law a
standard number of units in the changing and sanitation building. Such standards are usually
haled On the expected peak capacity load However, patterns of use may vary. Patrons may go
to'beaches for 2 8 hours, but to an indoor pool for onlylljninutes. Summer pool use?rs may
come a short distance, already dressed in their suits, and will have little use for changing
facilities,

Security. Illegal entry and vandalism is common in public facilities. The social am'.
economic costs are great. and in aquatic areas there is danger to the intruder. Unsupervised
areas must be securely closed to casual entrance or patrolled in the case of beaches. Patrons
have to be able to use one area of an andoor facility while other sections of the building are
locked off Pools which are part of larger complexes, as in schools, must be elesigned and
equipped for physical isolation from other areas. School administrators are rarely willing to
permit the,gen'eral public to wander unsupervised through academic areas. But many modern
scherls do not lend themselves well to isolating specific facilities.

On the other hand, common areas such as locker rooms should be av affable in such a plan so

that construction and operational costs do not skyrocket. Local iire laws must also be observed

sc easy egress is available in case of einergencj. flume can design areas with security and the
avoidance of vandalism in mind, and instructors do not leave equipment exposed during
unscpers iseki times. the safety of the user w ill bt protected ands ne will be able to keep the costs

of operation to a minimum An important point to consider from the outset of design considera-
tions is what pros 'skins must be made for, people who are not using the aquatic ponion of the
plant or who arc in areas legally or illegally that are not constantly supervised. Supervision is an
operational cost factor that can be limited by proper design considerations.

Management of Aquatic Areas
Regardless,of the design one chooses or inherits, the proper management of the swimming

atca is the key that will determine the success of the facility. Before opening, certain procedures
must be taken so the maintenance: and lifesaving system can be properly initiated.
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The managing authority must assume or delegate responsibility for operation of the total area
to one person. Communities that try to operate their sea.sonttl aquatic center in a 10 to 12 week

period with a pan-time manager ha% e a most difficult task, as proper set-up time is rarely
available. Selecting a pool manager with a successful managerial background (especially
dealing with adolescents), who is also up-to-date and proficient in water safety, first aid, and
water treatment skills, is important. How ev er. the real key is to find such a person and to allow

him or her enough time to seek out the resources needed to set Inland stay in tune with the latest
water safety techniques. Due to the special nature of the swimming area there will be times
w hen the manager w ill employ approaches that require technique., appropriate for the moment

The lifeguard staff. parents, children and the facility itself will all put demands on the manager
and sometimes these demands w ill come in the form of an emergency. The ground work the
manager has done in the areas of staff hiring. screening. rotation systems, payment. schedul-
ing. facility modification, public information and regulations, and especially in-service train-
ing. since lifesav ing techniques are changing so rapidly, w ill all play a pan in the final outcome
of the emergency situation. Dross nnigs do not occur due simply to the depth of the water.
brow mngs are caused by a corrikination of small factors all coining together at a precise
moment..

One the manager is hired, the rules and regulations must be put into effect along with the
basic program philosophy of the facility. After basic safety precautions are taken, the satisfac-
tion and enjoyment of the user should be paramount. A suitable set of rules and regulations.
used by the New York State Park and Recreation Division is provided.

1

General Rules and Regulations

I. All persons must obey rules and requests made by the lifesaving personnel.
2. Friends and relatives may not visit lifeguards during duty hours.
3. Distracting lifeguards is prohibited. Diversions of their attention could result in a fatality
4. Liteguards may not engage in any unnecessary conversation with any one, or engage in any

other distracting activity other than their protective duties.
5. Safety equipment or furniture must not be altered, moved, or used by unauthorized

persons.
6. Glass items, sticks, stones or any object which is not part of the regular programmed

equipment items are not allowed in the sw miming area. Ball play ing on the beach or cool is

strictly prohibited.
7. Animals of pets of any kind are not permitted on the beach or pool (leek area under any

c ircu m sta nee::

8. Individuals with skin eruptions, open wounds, sores or bandages, or any contagious
disease are not permitted on beaches or in the pool area Urinating. expectorating or
blowing the nose in any swimming pool is prohibited.

9. People under influence of alcohol or narcotics are prohibited from using beach or pool
, facilities.
10. Abusive or foul language is prohibited. Patrons pursuing such course will be immediately

expelled.
I 1 . Youth group instructors. lifeguards, or volunteers are subject to the direction of the head

lifeguard.
12. No person may teach swimming or conduct aquatic group activity without the appRival of

the-park superintendent, in writing.
13. Swimming is prohibited before opening. after closing, and all other times when a park

lifeguard is not officially on duty.
14. Night swimming is allowed only when a provision has been made for such activity by the

regional park office.
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15 Water circulating and purification systems must not be operated by persons who have not
had previous training udder supervision.

16 Pool capacities and lifeguard load limits must not be exceeded at any time.
17. Check special rules and regulations for your facility with your supervisor.

Beach and Pool Regulations for Patrons

I Children under 10 years of age should be accompanied, in the water by a mature.
responsible adult who has swimming ability. Height of the child or 'displayed swimming
ability may replace the age limit.

2 At bZiaches. swimmers must 'swim between flags designating that the area is open.
'3. Street shoes and clothes must not be worn on the pool deck.
4 Clean bathing suits must be worn by all swimmers. Loose threads that may cause pool filter

clogging are prohibited.
5 Suntan lotions, especially in glass containers. may not be used by bathers in the pool area.

Glass is prohibited in the pool area except eye glasses.
6. SOap showers must he taken by all pool users before entering pool area.
7 Smoking. eating. chewing gum or drinking bottled or canned beverages on the beach or

pool premises is prohibited except in areas provided for such activity.
8 Patrons must lie or sit as far back from the pool as the width of the deck allows. (Resting to

catch one's breath is permitted for short periods.) No chairs or other equipment that could
constitute a possible tripping hazard are permitted on decks within 5' of the pool edge.

9 Nonswimmers or weak swimmers must remain in the shallow water no deeper than the
lower chest When lifey.uards are in doubt of the bather's ability, they must ask the
individual to take the si fety test (a swim across the pool and back, or appropriate distance
along beach).

10 Dangerous practices re prohibitld at all times. Patrons must not run on decks, climb or sit
on or jump from fe 'es or structured not provided for such activity, dive in shallow water;
swim in diving ar a, double bounce or crowd springboard; duck, push, pull or splash
swimmers Hors play or wrestling on decks, ladders, springboards or in the pool or
dressing rooms s prohibited Tag and horse-and-rider games are not allowed. Wheeled
vehicles. cue wheelchairs or baby Larriages are prohibited in pool area. Over-exertion

'should he avo ded.
I I. No person m y interfere with emergency operations or drill procedure. .-

12 Emergency ignals must be observed. Swimmers must leave pool area immediately upon
the signal of request of pool personnel. An emergency may exist in which all patrons may
need to co iperate.

Safety haz4ds. costly operational errors, and limited program potential will continue to
plague publiW swimming facilities even after design Lommittees and managers spend large
sums of money and much effort researching the proper ways to design and operate swimming
areas Preliminaty plans must be thorough and give attention to all the minute details. A
well-constructed pool must be operated in a well-organized and safe manner by a competent
staff Since emergencies arise only occasionally an in-service training program should be
carried out on a regular basis so that the staff is ready to handle any emergency that may arise.
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Chapter 4

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS IN POOL OPERATION
AND ADMINISTRATION

Armand L. Shaner
The Pennsylvania State University

Every year millions of Americans flock to swimming pools, beaches and lakes to participate
in various types of aquatic recreational activities. Not only are the numbers of people seeking
this type of recreation increasing, but also the number of swimming facilities is becoming
greater. In an article. "Man's Blood His Link to Love of Swimming," Olin's editor (8) says

Flhis should not be surprising for man's yearning for the sea and water began millions of years
. ago. There is a,.strong relationship between man and water. Life began in the water and man

literally has the sea in his blood. Man has been aquatic minded since these earliest times.
However, for centuries swimming and bathing were considered unhealthy and dangerous..As a
result swimming did not become popular again until more recent times. Before the 1900's
swimming took place for the most part in the natural waters, but as cities grew and theirliatural
waters were taxed to their limits or polluted, people turned to man-made swimming pools. So it

began in this century an ever-increasing growth in the building of man-made swimming pools
with a phenomenal spuq in the last 15 years. According to the Swimming Pool Industry Market
Report (II) in 1971 the total estimated number of pools in the ground in the United States
passed the one million mark. The greatest growth has come in the construction of residential
pools. However, other types have not lagged too far behind as reflected in the 1975 Market
Report (12) when it was estimated that 91,500 pools were built of which 76,600 were
residential and 15,900 were non-residential.

This tremendous growth in swimming facilities and programs brought additional oppor-
tunities and a greater number of recreational participants. These increasing numbers placed a
heavy burden on all those who are responsible for the safety of swimmers. Despite the
tremendous growth in swimming activity, in 1975, the National Safety Council reported (7)
that drownings from swimming have shown a relatively constant or slightly decreasing figure in

the last 15 years. This kind of evidence indicates the tremendous task that agencies, organiza-
tions and schools have accomplished in educating the people of this country in water safety.
The amount of progress that has been made toward the goal of water safety consciousness for
the total population is very significant but we must avoid any tendency to become complacent
because the task of reducing accidental deaths by drowning to the barest minimum is still in its
beginning stages. Approximately onc-half of the deaths which occur each year by drowning
could easily have been prevented. Many drownings are largely the result of inadequate
supervision, lack of swimming ability or poor judgment under a myriad of conditions. Many of
these fatalities can be eliminated with consideration of `safety -first in the design of facilities,
all-inclusive learn-to-swim and lifesaving programs and improved supervision at all water
recreational areas.
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Definition of Public Swimming Pools

The public recreational swimming pool includes all those above and in-grquncl pools that are
governmental, school, commercial, club, motel and hotel owned and that are used by the public
at various times for recreational swimming.

Public beaches, which include lakes, rivers and surfs, private residence pools and uncle-
, veloped swimming areas will not be dealt with in this chapter because each has ;ts own unique

characteristics and safety requirements. The phenomenal-growth in numbers and the
specialized safety requirements of each of these areas demand separate treatment. For example,

at the Southern Califomia beaches, in addition to lifesaving duties, modern marine safety
officers and lifeguards must be trained to handle a wide variety of highly specialized and
skill-related functions, such as rescues, underwater search and recovery, cliff rescue law
enforcement and paramedical first aid.

--- Safety in Design and Construction

Many safety hazards which trouble the aquatic administrator can be eliminated by providing

a well-designed and constructed swimming facility. Specific dimensions and the actual shape
of the pool arc determined by the requirements of the program to be conducted in the pool. The
problem of trying to meet all program needs continues to confront pool designers. However,

pool designers should follow recommendations established by several governing and regula-,
tory bodies. These include the competitiye swimming groups, American Public Health Associ-
ztion, whose joint committee has prepared a booklet. Suggested Ordinances and Regulations
Governing Public Swimming Pools, (2), local and state health, codes, and the National
Swimming Pool Institute (NSPI) which has published suggested standards to guide pool
builders in the planning, design and construction of swimming pools. Before any construction
is begunpool plans should be thoroughly checked to eliminate any safety hazards. Correcting
mistakes afterwards may become very expensive. Somewhere in the initial planning stages it
would be wise to engage a pool consultant. Also, visits to other communities or schools that
have similar facilities should be made to see first hand the best practices. These procedures can
help in eliminating or correcting many possible dangerous situations.

The questions of how large to make a pool and still have it a safe manageable facility has
perplexed planners for years. It is the viewpoint of pool experts that when the capacity of a pool

complex (pool and deck areas) exceeds 2,500 persons, it creates a serious safety problem of

management and supervision, Rather than construct a large r facility, it is believed to be better to
think in terms of a second pool in another location. -

The following list contains some of the more important requirements pools must meet if they
are to serve recreational swimming needs and make the pool a safer and more manageable
facility:

I A considerable quantity of shallow water, up to 80 percent should be less than five feet
deep.

2, Steps should lead from the deck into the pool to accomodate the handicapped and elderly.

Hand rails should be included to make it possible for them to navigate the steps.
3. A capability to maintain a water temperature of 80°F (27°C) except when air temperature is

90°F (32°CJ or above: then a cooler water temperature is _desirable__
4, Provision for a deep water well separate from the swimming area for regular diving.
5. Special ramps on the pool deck for handicapped children and adults.
6. The ratio of deck space to water area should meet the minimum recommended occupancy

design factors. In many situations pool size has been regulated by the occupancy limits.
ilovieyer, recent studies have shown that the total area of the entire complex must be
considered in determining the required pool size and its safety limitations. The supervision
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available. the method of instruction, and the nature of the activities to be conducted are
factors which must be taken, into consideration.

There are other important safety guidelines with respect to design and construction of a public
swim mingeol.

Provide adequate parking and safe pedestrian access to and from the pool. The p'otential
automotive and pedestrian traffic to be generated by the pool, facility should be carefully
considered and adequate allowances made for the safety of the users. The pool should be so
designed that emergency and supply vehicles have convenient access to the pool enclosufe,,
filter room, storage room and bathhouses.

The entire area of an outdoor pool complex should be protected by a fence. wall or 'natural
barriers at least six feet high Access to indoor pools should be such that traffic should not be
required to pass through hallwiqs and other sections of a building to gain entrance to the pools.
Doors should he located so that maximum security and safety may be obtained.

Safety considerations should be earcaully considered in planning and designing the bath-
house and its auxiliary services The deck of the pool and the floor of the bathhouse locker
rooms should be at the same eldvation Floors of the po9I deck and shallow areas of the pool as
well as shower. drying. toilet and locker rooms must be constructed of non-slip materials.
Abrasive ceramic tile or roughened concrete surfaces can accomplish this. Concrete floors in
wet areas should never be troweled smooth since such treatment makes them slippery and
therefore hazardous When a floor area is hazardous, non-slip carborundum and emery
additives should be applied directly to the concrete finish.. The use of a non-slip nylon rug can
also be used in these instances.

A well-equipped first aid room is essential for any pool bathhouse. It Must he located where it
is accessible from all sections of the pool. while also providing access from the street for
ambulances Communication. to this room from all areas of the pool and the outside, particu-
larly to a nearby hospital, is vital With small pools, it may he necessary for the pool director's
'office to double as the first aid room.

The filter and mechanical equipment room must he separate from areas of public access and
yet he convenient to all maintenance facilities. Generally the fuhetions of the utilities.
combined w ith ;hose of the pool. such as heating. electricity and water operate from the filter
room The roy(ni must be adequately vented and fire retardant. If chlorine is used for pool
sanitation. the chlorine room should be located in a separate sealed off area from the filter
room This rdom should have a fan with heav y duty motor that runs continuously. Fan and
chlorine mon\ should be so located that in the event of a chlorine leak, fumes will not he
dispersed over the pool area.

Depth markings and signs in many instances represent the only means of continuously
communicating with the pool user Therefore. all safety markings in and around the perimeter
of the pool should he installed during construction of the pool. Markings should be specified on
the (pool's) construction plans and should meet local and state regulations as well as other
recommended standards such as those advocated by the professional aquatics organizations
(N S.P.I . A.P.H.A. and C.N.C.A.).

Depth of water markings-must be placed on the deck near the pool edgy and on the vertical
walls of the pool. except deck -level pools. where the pool wall is below the water level. Depth
markings are particularly important at the break point (between-shallow and deep water) and
must be located exactly at the break point with the e vat t depth of water at that point. Markings
should he in a contrasting color (black or dark blue is preferred. red acceptable) and should be at
least four inches high with six inches preferred.

To aid underwater swimmers in seeing the break point, a black line two inches in width (4
inches preferred) should be placed on the bottom of the pool 12 inches from the break point of
shallow to deep %% ater To help swimmers deteRnme relative depth in pool, that do not have
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racing lanes for competitive swimming. it is recommended that a line be placed along the
bottom of the pool an equal distance from the sides to provide users with a visual image of the
contour of the pool's bottom. To aid in the safety of the swimmers as they ,approach the pool
walls in deck-level pools. the top edge of the pool at the sides and ends, should be finished in a
contrasting color to the background and/or adjacent surface. (Black and red are recommended).
In the recessed type overflow this would be at the lip of the overflow. In skimmer-type pools,
The tile band at the top of the pool wall should have a contrasting color.

The steps should be recessed into the sides of the pool wall and should have a black or red
band 2 or 3 inches wide to facilitate identification for the safety of underwater swimmers and
those entering or leaving the pool by these steps.

Signs should indicate in large letters on the deck or coping where diving is not permitted in a

pool.
Where pools have a ledge for standing at the sides of the deep water end, a contrasting color

Should be painted on these ledges so that the recess is readily visible to swimmers and divers.
Many authonties feel that a water slide has no place in a swimming pool. From the standpoint

of safety alone, this may 5e true, however, the same argument can be said about diving boards
and other swimming appurtenances when not designed or supervised properly. Water slides
should be !mated in deep water and supervised at all times. This, of course, implies that all slide

users must be good swimmers. Where slides are placed in shallow water, five feet or less, only
feet-first entries should he allowed. There should be at least 16 feet clearance in front of any
slide and eight feet on either side. Whenever slides are used, careful directives should be :liven

to all users through both v erbal and posted instniLtions. Water should always be constantly run

or sprayed on the slide to prevent possible skin burns.
Vt uding pools fur small children should be separated but adjacent to the shallow end of the

large pool. They should be designed for the Lomfort and cony entenLe of youngsters below the
age of six y ears. The reLommended w ater depth is 0 to 15 or 18 inches. A complete kiddies play

pool should include .in apron 6 to 10 feet in width or a walkway surrounding the pool. The entire

area should be enclosed vs itb a barrier such as a 3-foot chain link fence (knuckle-finish top and

bottom) or a masonry sitting all for parent+ or others accompanying the tots
ReLonufiended guidelines to follow in design and construction of the diving tank are

extremely important to follow. An improperly designed div ing tank can create many dangerous
haiards which can be very costly to change later on.

Mc minimum n6mber of springbotirds should he one low board (one meteri'and one high
board ithrix meters,. All diving equipment should he installed and maintained to L (inform to
regulations TIIe recommended dimensions fur design. construction and installation have been
established by sev eral aquatic organizations and can he found in the C N.C.A. publication.
Sisinioung Pools I Guide to their Planning. Design and Operation. Third edition. (5)
I I N.A A A.0 and N.0 A A. dimension+ are 1111 given in this reference guide, All three
groups for the most part are in agreement -concerning depths and distances.

Distance and depth of the diving tank at v arious points. ilearanLe between diving hoards,
overhead slearanLe.distanLes from the plummet to the pool m, all ahead, side wall and bads wall
must he considered carefully to prow the good as well as the North% er These dimensions are
a vital safety consideration for all those %house the springboard div ing faLtlities. Type, length
and performarke quality of the diving board also will determine the Jona' water depth Wu]
forward distance needed.

Other safety considerations with respect to div ing boards are. Surfaces must have non-slip
material Oil them and should he cleaned regularly take off ends of metal div ing boards must be

equipped with protective safety, pttds to prevent serious injury to divers who might strike the
board, adjustable type fulcrums should be designed fur easy movement. Any gear mechanism
used should be covered The orientation of the boards with respect to the sun is another
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consideration for safety The best orientation is one that allows the divers to face northor east as
they prepare to dive Boards should be placed dead level with the water not tilting upwards.
When a board tilts up, the chance of a diver coming down on the board is.increased. Handrails

should be placed on all diving stands The safest and best design to date is one where the sides
are entirely closed with canvas or a similar material Where the design does not include closed
sides, one or more center rails should be provided so that no opening is greater than 12 inches.
Handrails should extend at least two feet over the water toward the board tip. Steps arc safer
than vertical ladders and should he strongly considered in the initialplanning. The angle of the
steps should not be more than 50 degrees from the honzontal and the treads, six inches deep,
should be finished with a non-slip material (Additional specifications for diving boards and

;.- .
areas are included in Chapter 5 and 6 of this monograph.)

Lifeguard chairs are desirable features at all public swimming pools and are ryquired by law
in many areas Where lifeguard chairs are mandated, there is usually a specification for the
proper number of chairs The number of chairs needed in any pool and their location will
depend do the site of the pool and the amount and location of deep water (over five feet) and the

number of diving facilities Generally no less than one chair should be provided fiir every
2.000 square feet of pool surface. When more than one chair is provided they should be on
Opposite sides of the pool In outdoor pools. the pool lifeguard chairs should be so located that
the sun's rays arc to the back of the lifeguard during most of the busy part of the day,
minimizing the sun glare and reflected light from the water's surface. Umbrellas over the
lifeguard's chair and sunglasses will help reduce glare. Chairs should be elevated from four to
six feet above the deck and stable to permit the guard to dive or jump from it case of an
emergency In large outdoor pool complexes. chairs should he equipped with intercom systems
to enable all staff to be in intinediate touch with one another.

All elecirical wires and fixtures in and around the pool must meet the standards of the
National Electrical Code, .1% well as the codes set forth by the respective states. In Pennsyl-
s alma. all bathing places must has e an electrical m nspection every three years with the inspection

certificate displayed in a Nimble location Electrical wiring leading to light poles should he
placed underground in conduits -All conventional and high voltage service receptaclesaccess-

-able from the pool deck should be waterproof, resistant to chlonne and be key-operated and
ground fault vrotected Underwater lights must be installed in accordance with Article 680 of
the NationalElectrical Code, how ever. w here state laws are stricter. these requirements apply.

Electric hair dryers should he located in a dry are.. of the locker room and a bathhouse
indis idually ground fault protected There should be rubber mats underneath them fur users to
stand on.

Safety Practices in Pond Sanitation

Regardless of its punty.. the water used to fill a swimming pool must be filtered and treated
chemically to make it safe for sw miming One of the major responsibilities of a pool adminis-
trator or manager d a sw miming pool is to pros ids clear. bacteriologically safe water for pool

users To do this requires a knowledgable person with training and background in pool
chemistry Tod,* more and more communities and localities around the country are requiring
pool operators to attend a prescribed program of training and ccrtificatuni. In sonic sections of

the country. certification is mandatory to operate a pool Suffice it to say. the pool operator
should be thoroughly familiar with pool chemistry and sanitation methods. There are many
good souses on pool chemistry . but one outstanding publication ss as written by Thomas (13).
Bel.111%C this subject is vast and complex only the major considerations concerning safe
sanitary practices in swimming pools will be considered here.

Lich state and many local gos emments has c their own health codes with respect to pool
sanitation Pool operators should he thoroughly fainiltar with these local and state laws.
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Swimming pools shoUld be provided with ; recirculation and filtration system with a
turnover rate every six hours. Wading pool water should be completely circulated every two
hours. The filter system_should be a continuous 24 hours a day operation whenever in use.
Clarity of the pool water is acceptable when a disc (4-6 inches) of contrasting colors placed on
the bottom is clearly visible in the deepest part of the pool. Clarity of water is not necessarily
related to its sanitary condition. However. it is a factor in a safe swimming environment. When
water lacks clarity, indic..(t:s chemical problems and should be tested for algae. fungi or
excessive amounts of iron or other chemicals.

Pools should.be continuously disinfected by a chemical. which prow ides an easily measured.

freely available residual effect Chlorine. bromine and iodine are most commonly used for
controlling bacteria in swimming pools. Chlorine and bromine can be introduced into water in
the pure form or in the form of compounds that release them when mixed with water. Iodine is
usually added as a compound. Chlonne is still the must widely used and the only disinfectant
acceptable by some health departments. When a disinfecting agent begins to react with bacteria

in the water it oxidues or 'burns-up.' these impurities. If more than enough of the disinfecting
agent is added to react to all the impurities Inman) present there will be an excess remaining
called residual (chlorine. bromine. iodine). This residual chemical may be in its "free" form
(free residual) or combined w ith another chemical (combined residual). Some combined forms
will kill bacteria, but the uncombined or free residual is much more effective.

hcfn cblonne is used. a free residuul of .6 ppm (parts per million) is necessary to assure safe
pool water:A free chlorine residual of 1.0 to 1.5 ppm is recommended by many authonties.

Test kits for free residual and RH determinations are essential items for pool operation and
should be procided for every pool. The most common method for testing chlorine residual is the
orthotolid:ne dye test Orthotolidine reacts with chlorine to form a yelluw -green color. The
s.umparativ a s.olor test fur free chlorine residual should be taken immediately after mixing. Care
must be taken to use the same disinfectant vial each time 1k/fixing pH and disinfectant v ials can
give falsereadings.

Most states recommend that pool w ater be kept .it a pH range'of 7.2 to 7.6 (slightly alkaline).

Accurate control of the pH of swimming pool water is esgVillial. A drop in the pH below levels
cif 7 0 (neutral) will result in eye irritation. chlorine odors .ind possible skin rashes. Control of
pH is relatively simple by the addition of sodium carbonate to the water. The three most
,,ummunly used dyes (4 indicats:rs are bromthy mol blue (pH 6.0 to 7.6) phenol red (pH 6.8-8.4)

and s.re,o1 red (p1-1'.7 2 to 8 8). Phenol red indicator kits are the most w idely used. Thoroughly

cleaned %ials arc essential for accurate tests PH water tests should be taken at regular inter% ills

and permanently recorded. In normal sw miming pool ()pc-ration the time interval between tests
should not exceed two hours

It is d well known fact that water can be a major factor in the transmission of disease;
Consequesatly. , local and state health departments require periodic bacteriological tests of pool

water fhe procedures for testing ss ater for bacteria are .complicated and nine consuming and
arc accomplished by approsed state or pulsate testing laboratories. The chemical laboratories
incubate the water sample for 24 hours in a nutrient lactose broth or in agar.

ernOw facilities (gutter system) s'hould prov 'Jed, and water levels in the pool inaint
6tained

to effectively remove scum. debris or other floating matter.
The bottom, sides. decks and other surfaces sh6uld ha kept free from dirt`. slime and algae to

pros ide clean, safe pool free from disease and dangerous slippery conditions. A regularly.
scheduled brushing and vacuuming system and super chlorination at intervals will generally
prevent these problems from starting.

Many, pool LlieintLals arc dangerous ancl the manufacturer's recommendations should be
followed Storage of khemicals should be in a room that is dry, free of , moisture and well
v emilated Where chlorine gas is used the gas cylinders should be housed in a mechantically
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well-ventilated room All cylinders when in use on the platform scales or in roan' storage
should be in an upright position and chained Dr strapped to a all bracket. A motor-driven
exhaust fan must be included in'this enclosed room, capable of a complete air exchange in one
to four minutes The chlorinator sy stem and all tanks should be checked daily for leaks. A small

amount of ammonium hydroxide on a piece of cloth will produce white smoke in the presence
of chlorine. A red illuminatory light and fan switch should be mounted outside near the door
entrance for control and safety purposes. As an added precaution in an emergency, a gas mask
should be conveniently stored outside the room.

Safety Practices in Pool Administration

For a pool to be safe, it must be properly administered. Good management involves many
intricate functions that require careful preparation in order t) result in safe operation. The piiol
manager's 9oncem for safety is evidenced by the policies he establishes and the decisions he
makes with regard to his staff and the patrons who use,the pool facility.

Prior to the opening of a new swimming pool facility, limits for swimming loads should be
established and'enforced when the pool is in operation. An overcrowded pool on a hot day is
Unsafe and uficomfortable forlhe swimmer. There are a number of suggested standards fp!:
determining swimming loads. In Pennsylv ania. the code states the number of bathers permitted
in.any artificial swimming pool at any one time shall not exceedone bather for each.25 square
feet of water surface area of the pool The National Swimming Pool Institute suggests a load
limit of one person per 20 square feet of pool and deck combined. The Los Angeles Department
of Recreatioriand Parks allows 15 square feet per swimmer in shallow water and30 square feet
per swimmer in deep water The pool administrator should determine his pool capacity before
the season opens, based-on state and other recommended standards, as well as his local pool
layout An equally important consideration with respect to swimmer load is the number of
lifeguards needed A good policy is to require a minimum of two lifeguards on duty at any time
the pool is in use Here, too. the standards vary. In sonicareas of the country the standard of one
lifeguard for each 2,000 square feet of water surface is followed. The Pennsylvania Code says
at least one qualified lifeguard for each 75 bathers. Generally, itis the accepted practice around
the country to provide one lifeguard for 100 to 125 swimmers.

Safe conduct within the pool area is another important administrative LonSideration. Obvi-
ously it would be difficult to agree on a single lis . but the following list should provide
guidelines for a desirable set of safety standards up in which most pool administrators can
agree Many of these listed safety regulations should b posted in strategic locations around the
pool area.

I. Running should be prohibited in the pool area.
2. Swimmers should refrain from talking to the lifeguards.
3. Expectoration should not be allowed in the pool or on the deck.
4. Glass of any kind should not be permitted in the pool area.
5 NQ, "horseplay in the pool area (This is a general iegulation or a "catch all" phrase, and --

gives the staff the flexibility of judgmtnt to stop any action by pool patrons that I\
considered unsafe.)

6. Swimming should not be allowed during electrical storms.
7 Persons sthpected cif being under the influence of alcohol or drugs should be barred from

the pool area.

8 Any person with open wounds, sores and skin infections should not be permitted to swim.
9 Rules and regulations concerning the use of various floatation devices should be consi-

dered. These devices should be prohibited in deep water areas.
10 Showers should be taken before entering the pool or some system of inspection before

entering should be utilized.
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I I Rules and regulations concerning the use of diving boards should be posted in a prominent
place. These should include the following:

a Only one person permitted on the'dising board at a time and on)y one on the steps leading
to the board.

b Double'bouncing oneself or another person on the div ing boards should not be permitted.
c. Hanging from the boards should not be permitted.
d Divers should be instructed to w amt until the preceding div er has surfaced and cleared the ,

Immediate area before diving. .

e Diving should not be allowed from the side of the springboard and dependingon the
design of the area. do, mg from the side of the pool in the dis ing area should be Prohibited.

12 Pools with slides should, consider regulations against sliding down head first. feet first on
stomach. standing on feet or knees. play ing under the effil of the slide and attempting.to
traverse up the slide.

I 1 Regulations should be established concernjng the use of masks. fins. snorkels and
(

undcrw ater breathing apparatus (Scuba equipment). Most public pools prohibit use of such
equipmeilturing recreational sw 'mining hour' but, do set aside a certain time of clay w hen
it nm.tfused for classroom teaching and practice. ' .

In conitinction with the rules of safe conduct. it i. extremely important for pool staff
nit:tubers who are responsible for enforcing regulations to understand the reasoning behind
each regulation Being stile to explain specific regulations as pool patrons with good logic can
he helpful in the safe. smooth. Operation of a pool facility.

Specific daily maintenance procedures should be established by the pool administrator. All
parts of the pool should K: routinely 1. heaed for safety hazards. This is best accomplished by
assignment of sarious.tasks to be performed by designated staff members. The dady mainte-
nance routine is essential both to the efficiency of pool operation and to the health .tad safety of,
the patrons.

-
The usual daily functions are:

I.., Viqtial inspection of pool's water. equipment and supporting facilities
2. Chemical analysis of the water
3. Taking tk ater sample for bacteriological analysis
4. Thorough cleaning of batnhouse ,,--,
5 Cleaning pool deck and inspection of grass or beach area for sanitary and unsafe conditions
6 Brushing of pools walls and vacuuming of bottom
7 'Check of filtration system for normal operating conditions

Perniament daily records should be kept on the pool's condition using forms designed for this

procedure , The forms can serve legal purposes as well as a reminder of items which may be
fori_zotteil or need attention.

Pros in adequate safety equipment is another important consideration. Most state codes
require a minimum of lifesaving equipment to be readily accessible at poolside.

Minimum equipment should include: . .

Rea( hing aids such as bamboo or aluminum poles. 12 to 14 feet (*Ong.. two ring buoys at least

I Sinches in diadeter attached to 25 feet of strong nylon or manila rope. and a standard first-aid
kit filled and readily' accessible for emergency use. If the pool has shallow and deep water,
certainly a buoyed life line at the fire -foot breakpoint should he installed. The line signals deep
water warning to the nonsw I ill mer as well as providing a temporary safety support if needed by

the tired srviniMer Laws, life-sar mg practices indicate that the rescue.tube is an excellent
rescue device and could be used in place of the ring buoys.

Strong consideration should he given to acklitional safety equipment beyond the minimum.
This should include a backboard and a mechanical resuscitator. If this equipment is at pool side
or in the first aid room, it is imperative that the entire pool staff be properly instructed
concerning its use The first aid room should also be equipped with a cot. stretcher. and
blankets. v
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Certainly, the need for adequate rescue equipment cannot be overstressed. It can be simple
and homemade or purchased commercially. in either case, the choice and amount of safety
equipment will depend upon the type of pool, water conditions, funds available. The know-

ledgeable administrator should be aware of the latest safety equipment available for usc.
An additional and valuable safety feature is an intercommunication system A public address

system for enforcement of rules and emergency control (with microphone plug-in at all

lifeguard towers and pool director's office) can be a very 'valuable safety feature The system
can serve many uses other than.the emergency rescue situation such as direct contact with the

pool director if an unsafe condition exists, a discipline problem, or to rotate guards if such an
electronic sy stem is ntst-av ailable. there are othermeans of being able to communicate through a

system of bells, buzzers, telephone, hand, signals, etc.

Safety Practices for Pool Staff -
/

If there is any key to a safe swimming pool. tt is the quality performance of staff persopnel.
Quality performanL.e for a safe efficient operation can be achieved by good pre-season
preparation .'and'pericidie training throughout the season or year.

Any administrator who operates a swimming pool should establish qualification standards

for each staff position. Generally, the basic standards for each position would include age,
certification. personal and professional recommendations and experience Obviously, there
will be other requirements for s arious staff positions based on the level of responsibility and
nature of the work. SeleLting personnel based on established standards will not guarantee a safe

pool operation, but it is a step in the right direction.
11, hen offering a position to a prospect's, e staff member, a complete job description should be

given to them. This procedure can prevent misunderstandings or negative attitudes that might

des elop'iater on. lit alsogo,,Fs the individual the opportunity to decline the offer, which perhaps

is better than having a disgruntled. unhappy staff member all season).
Once qualified staff has e been hired, a pool manual or program guide should be distributed to

each staff member tt. tamiliarize them w ith poliLy, procedures and regulations This should he
done before the staff meeting and training sessions so that any questions or misunderstandings

can be cleared up. Suggestions should be encouraged and graciously received throughout the
season in a continuous evaluation of policy, procedures and regulations.

Staff training should, begin before the pool opens and continue throughout the season on a'
periodiL schedule Safety training of lifeguards on .1 regular basis helps to prevent laxness and

maintains peak efficiency.
A bask I ifesas mg or water safety instructor certificate does not guarantee qualification as a

lifeguard. Litcguardingper se embraces more than the hastc skills, and in many instances pool
administrators require additional sss limning tests to qualify, as well as rev jew training sessions

to share knowledge and experiences one does not receive in most agency certification prog-

ram s

There are several good manuals which describe the conduct of lifeguard training programs

I he Count.' td tor National Cooperation in Aquatics'. blew:tarsi Tratnalg. Principles and
Ashnt its umlautsown i-Oand the M C A's Manual. Natantal Lifeguard Manna! (I41 arc excellent
sources tol developing 9d administering lifeguard systems for pools Training in poolside first

aid should be an integral part of the lifeguard training sessions. These should include the latest-
methods and procedures fur C' P R. and spine board use, as well as the review of standard basic

first aid practices
Regulations concerning emergent.; procedures for a water rescue should he established for

all stall members Guards should he instructed and has e a definite emergency procedure to
follow in making a water resLue The emergency proLedure would involve not only the water
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rescue, but the continued safe operation of the pool at other areas while the rescue and first aid is
in progress.

The lifeguard's work schedule is another important safety consideration. Keeping alert is the
most difficult task for a lifeguard. Pool operators can use various devices to help maintain
alertness and morale. Rotate the guards on duty every half-hour. Provide a 10-minute rest
period every hour. Permit no lifeguard to work more than an 8-hour day with at least a one hour
break at the mid-point of this 8-hour work day. Guards should have at least one full day off a
week. Arranging for a brief 3- or 4-day vacation during the season is a good management
practice, if qualified and experienced personnel are available as replacements.

Summary

Good safety practices should be followed from the time the decision is reached to constructa
swimming pool.

Theie are no easy solutions to the safety problems and dangers thit are created by improper
design and construction of pools or poorly trained and uninformed 'administrators. Pool
architects, engineers and administrators involved in planning and operating pools should be
cognizant of their tremendous responsibilities and include the best safety practices known to the
industry and profession.

Lack of knowledge and experience coupled with the tremendous growth and interest in
aquatic activities has compounded the safety problems. Only through trained, qualified and
knowledgeable people, wit dedicated effort and hard work can solutions to these problems be
acheived.

However, it must be timphasized that good safety practices must be followed without
sacrificing or retracting fr nu the natural enjoynwnt derived by participants through excellent,
well:planned facilities an program.
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Chapter. 5

SPRINGBOARD DIVING

Anne Ross Fairbanks
Skidmore College
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To climb, to be above, to fall through space and plumb the cool depths what youngster
does not feel thii tremendous -desire at some time? Those daredevils who must test fear. who
find exhilaration in uncertainties of outcomes. Cannot pass tip an opportunity to jumpoffa big
rock into the lake, to swing on an old tire over the river in spring flood, to dive from the old tree
into the inundated quarry.

Accompanying the aspects of courage and agility and glee involved in "jumping ta," is risk
of icoident:In the swimming hole environment this risk is expected, and perversely, is it pan of
the attraction. Safety standards are not uppermost in the mind of the ten-year-old "showing
off." Accidents are in fact somewhat infrequent, perhaps because confidence breeds assurance

and good timing, and hesitations of caution do not unbalance the surefooted. Accidents when
they do happen can be very serious.

When aerial desires are put into the framework of organized sport, they are channeled into
springboard and platform diving. Standards of safety for equipment, supervision and teaching
have come a long Sway since the early part of this century. Proper progression, sensible
conditioning and an alert coach can prevent most diving accidents. 'The accidents which are
difficult to {'.edict are those of psychological failure of the diver: holding back when faced with
a new experience in space; "freezing up" of muscle action; disc 'ration in space.

On the whole, diving need be no more dangerous than any ordinary activity. The risk of
accident ri related to poor equipment or environment, hasty and ill-advised teaching, lack of
supervision. and lack of common s,ense.

EQUIPMENT AND SURROUNDINGS

In analyzing diving safety we must consider the board, the diver's movements in the air,
contact or impact of the diver at the water's surface, and finally the bottom ofthe body of water.

Bottom and Water Depth
Depth. Although the bottom is at the end of the action, it will be considered first in safety.
emphasis. It is by far most potentially hazardous factor for the diver. Water depth and
condition of bottom surface must be known before any dive is performed, be it poolside.
dockiidt, or cliffs ide The.results of carelessness in this respect can be broken shoulders, oroken
necks; paraplegia or quadraplegia.

Tool owners with substandard depths for diving must realize the consequence of allowing
boards to be used by an'y individual. No one wishes to cause any accident. much Jess be
responsible for permanent paralysis or death. Liability for injury in shallow pools is a very
Ica[istic possibility In many cases It is better to remove the diving facility and thereby force
safe construction.
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Pools with diving boards were constructed-over water seven or eight feet deep in the first
three or four decades of tins century, and much of the time that depthencompassed only a very
minimal landing area. Some of these pools are still operating with diving equipment, but they
are not safe. To justify the original premise of what we now consider unsafe depths. the old
divirig standards for a "good" dive were not nearly as vertical nor as close to the board as
today's standards. Also boards were probably half as resilient as today's equipment. Both of
these factors would have lessened the impact of the diver on the bottom in the past.

The experienced diver in newer pools today is accustomed to boards of great flexibility,
sending him higher in the air than the old boards. He is also used to modem competitive depths:
12 feet for one-meter boards; 13 feet for three - meter' boards; 17 feet for ten-meter platforms.a
These depths should include general landing areas of sufficient dimensions for safety. (Figure
I)
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Figure 1: Dimensions from Side View et.

If the water is not at the proper recommended depths. the diver mayasubjected.to certain
moues uch as sprains Involving the lower back, wrists, ankles or knees, occurring when
contacting the bottom. or in trying to avoid bottom contact. Hard impacts may cause hand or
foot contusions, lacerations, head and neck injuries, or loss of teeth.

The problem of shallov. depth does not bother the beginner as much as the better diver. When
a dive is well executed. after entry a diver goes to the bottom in a direct line with much less
resistance thadthe splashy entry of the nov ice. The experienced diver is probably accustomed
to proper depths and may he in real trouble trying to cope with an unfamiliar shallow water
situation

Specifications mentioned throughout this chapter have been compiled from national corn-...
Mime rulebooks (1. 2, 3, -1).
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The novice or beginner is not exempt from hazard. Normally his attempts may result in
sloppy, off-angle entries, but he can by chance make a near vertical entry and crash unexpec-
tedly into the bottom. This may catch him completely unprepared, with arms relaxed leaving
the head and neck vulnerable. There are several precautions which help in the shallow water
situation, and in fact should be followed by all divers, whatever their skill levels:

I. All divers should be taught how to land correctly on the bottom.
2. Divers should be familiar with their on facility's size and shape.
3. Divers should be warned to try out all facilities new to them with extreme caution until they

become acclimated to differences in depth or shape.
To land correctly on the bottom, one lands on the palms of the hands, controlling the falling

weight with arm and back muscles, lifting the head to clear the bottom. Very hard hits take
more arm strength to control the fall, and sometimes the diver contacts the bottom with trunk
and thighs, thus spreading the impact force. Fora foot-first entry the principles are the same as
for landing, from any height: controlled flexion at ankles, knees and hips.

"Saves" for advanced divers normally keep the diver relatively shallow, since the skills
involve rotation of body parts just under the surface of the water. This counteracts problems of
bottom contact with some exceptions: in quite shallow water, the "save" may lead to a knee
pull into the bottom, or a headneck-back contact as the body rolls.

Divers develop a sense of time interval between the second they touch the water and the
second they contact the bottom. This they develop in their home facility if they dive frequently.
One problem for the diver is the Aced to dive in a pool shallower than.his own, usually for a
competition. The youngster used to 12 feet of water beneath him suddenly practices or
competes in a nine-foot depth. At nine rev his arms are relatively relaxed, as he unonsciously
expects three more feet of fall. If it is necessary to dive in a shallow water situation, it is the
coach's responsibility to warn divers to get accustomed to the depth. In some situations it is
wise to swim to the approximate entry point, then try a foot-first surface dive with arms
overhead to "neasure" by feel and by sightthe length of the diver and the depth of water. Fall
into the water from the board a few times, without a spring: and then take a few standing dives.
After these proledures the diver should be more aware of the bottom. The coach hopes that he
has "re-set" his time interval reaction. Yet even with all precautions, there is the gamble that in
the concentration of competition, the dive will be uppermost in the diver's mind, and the dive
termination problem forgotten until too late.

Shape. There are often problems in shape of bottoms, in particular "spoon" bottoms and their
variations. Not only do these involve a shallowness where a diver will logically go, but also
may include a drain at the deepest point: under the board.This can create a hazard of catching a
finger or toe as well as an abrasion problem if the edges of the drain are uneven. The backyard
pool and hotel-motel pools are currently the chief offenders in problems of bottom shape.
(Figure 2)

Despite the best of intentions, pools have been built which do have good depth only to have
this nullified by a very sharp rise on all sides of the deep spot, or even just ahead of the deep
spot. Very specifically stated in N.C.A.A. and A.A.U. diving rules (2:6: 4:38.39) is a
maximum slope (ratio of verticalrise per horizontal unit of distance) to reduce depth as well as
the distances the safe depth should remain constant.

Surface of bottom. Botto.m surface problems of slipperiness or roughness are caused by poor
maintenance or by inherently slippery materials. Pools which have built-in wide ale lanes can
be hazardous for divers. Occasionally the problem is roughness. Laused by new curls of
cement. uneven seams in metal pools. or uneven tiles. In natural environments, the bottom
surface problems are more numerous. rocks, reeds, soft mud, shells, sharp stones, and littered
areas with the chance of broken glass, cans, fish hooks, old anchors. Camp and outdoor
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Figure 2: A Common Backyard or Motel Pool

recreational facilities must be carefully inspected at the beginning of each summer season. The
fact that lake and salt water areas are sometimes murky and dark makes it even more essential to
know exactly what is on the bottom.

Another important aspect is equipment placement which often creates an obstruction beneath

the surface. These include uneven rock ledges in quarry sides or any rocky creek; poorly
constructed floats or piers with protrusions; ladders eroded by water and weather; anchor chains
or guy lines from floats which vary in position with wind and tide, and sometimes lie directly
under boards.

The best diving area is the separated or separate diving pool, such as are available in "L."
"T." or ''Z" shaped pools These allow for deep water space not involving any swimmers and
constructed specifically for diving.

Board
Access to board. Even before considering those things which involve safety in a diving
performance from a board. see that the procedure for mounting the board is safe. All boards are

set above pool deck and the diver must climb steps or stairs to get to his starting position. Proper
handrails should be prow ided for boards higher than one meter, and steps should be sufficiently
wide, deep and not slippery.

Strangely enough one-meter platforms (for springboards) are often the chief offenders in
discomfort and/or safety, where round, slippery piping is so frequently the only spot to place
one's foot to get up on it. If this is the only structural possibility, at least the stepping surface
should be covered with non-slip material.

Installation. Safety of boards concerns the surface, stability, pitch, and position in relation
to surrounding walls and other equipment. Boards should be anchored firmly at the fixed end
with bolts through the deck or substructure. The fulcrum should be properly centered, level,
and at exact right angles to the board. The pitch of the board should be level, or no more than
one inch above the horizontal at the tip. If the fulcrum is adjustable, the mechanism should be
such that the pitch of the board is not affected by different positions of the fulcrum. An upward
pitch can cause a diver to take-off at too straight an angle and come back down on the board. It
can also bother a diver not used to this pitch so that his timing is disturbed and he mistimes his

take-off A downhill board is also difficult to control. The diver's tendency is to be thrown out
and over, or, if he overcompensates, to take his dive up too straight.
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1. Board Warped.

2. Anchor Loose or Rusted.

3. Board Not in Line With Pool.
Cause 1, 2, or Fulcrum Not
Level, Tight or Square, or
It Is Broken.

4. Board Twisted.
Cause 1, 2, 3 or Warped.

Figure 3: Board Alignment Problems

,

All fittings should be checked for tightness. Loose fittings may cause a twist in the board,
throwing the diver to one side (and incidentally shortening the life of the board). If the board is
allowed to slip a little to one side of the fulcrum and is no longer at right angles to the pool end,
this will place an abnormal stresson the board and the fulcrum equipment. A moveable fulcrum
which tends to stick from lackrof lubrication or faulty alignment of rolling gears may also distort
board alignment. It is very unwise to mount a new board on old fittings which were not designed
for that board. This is often done for economical reasons, but there is no economy in the
subsequent problems which may come with faulty or worn out underpinnings.

Surface. A slippery surface makes a diver apprehensive, and very definitely disrupts his
take-off coordination. This kind of worry can cause accidents: on the board or at the surface of
the water when hitting it badly. It is mandatory that the surface of the board be non-slippery.

The most satisfactory type of surface is either the sandpaper-like material used on wood or
fiber glass boards, or non-slip paint surface on metal boards. Cocoa matting, formerly
common, becorpes slippery with use, often develops holes at the point of hurdle press and at the
tip Cocoa matting can also loosen and fray. Any bad wearing at board tip or hurdle press point,
whatever the board covering material, should be corrected at once to prevent falls.

Boards with any kind of attached matting cover must be watched foraccumulation'of algae or
mold between the covering boaDI surface. Occasional drying out is recommended. To maintain
a surface such as non-slip paint or sandpaper, occasional scrubbing with a clorox solution is
good If a board becomes quite slippery, cheek that the solution used for deck cleaning is not
causing this as it is carried onto tht board surface. Diving manufacturers will also replace worn
board surfacing.

Flexibility. The flexibility and timing of a springboard varies from the fast, hard bounceof a
short wooden board to the deep, soft swing of the latest aluminum board (similar to the timing
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of a trampoline bed) In addition to the inherent flexibility of any board, moveable fulcrums
a just board timing to the taste of the diver, to his weight and strength. Variables in flexibility
of board timing are not dangerous factors in themsclyes. They become hazards only for the
inexperienced diver. One Wh-o has had little experier(q on any board, or one who is accustomed
to a fast bounce only, can be thrown completely out of balance when usinga soft flexible board
for the first time A similar problem arises in coMpetition when two divers following one
another have very different fulcrum preferences, and the second diver fails to readjust the
fulcrum This kind of situation can cause injury from board or water contact.

The antidote here is good coaching A diver must be educated to try out any alien board by
diving with easy takeoffs He must learn what he has to do within his own timing to adjust
quickly to a board which cannot be adjusted. and to check a moveable fulcrum before each dive
to see that it is correctly set for him.

'Space around board. Next to be considered is the relationship of the board to surrounding
walls. equipment and water First the board must extend a safe distance away from the end wall
to which it is attached If it is too close to this wall. divers may hit the wall underwater, since
several dives tend to curve back toward the wall underwater. This is particularly true of inward
dives. half twists and back dives A safe distance between the end wall and board tip is six feet
for all height% up to ten-meter platforms, when six and a half feet (two meters) are recbm-
mended Other dimensions in hoard placement important to safety are lateral space (10 feet to
17 feet) and space directly in front of the board (30 to 45 feet). The variation in the distances
relate to the height of the board, and should be checked on the official dimension charts.
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Figure 4: Dimensions as Seen from Above
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Because divers at all skill levels need unobstructed headroom., ample space forward and to
the side, and safe depths. poolg should not be used for diving unless itsdimensions conform to
minimum specifications for safety. . If there is a ceiling overhead this should be at least 16 feet
front the surface of springboards. Ceilings should also be free of beams, hanging lights or any
other obstruction, in the path of diving (specified as 16 feet forward). It is doubtful that there
have been many accidents involving ceiling contact, but low ceilings-are mental hazards. They
can definitely contribute to a poor dive start and cause an accident on the board or at the surface

of the .water.

Lighting. Related to hazards in the air, are the position and strength of lighting. A glaring
light in the eyes of the diver, either at point of take-off (forward or liaaward) or at the peak of
the dive, can be blinding. Occasionally there is a kind of lighting which causes the surface of the

water to be Inv Very calm, still water makes the surface most difficult to see. Mechanical
surface agitation is therefore recommended in competitive, situations, either by underwater
bubblers, hoses, or th-ehomemade procedure of having a teammate splashing the water surface.

Beautiful architectural effects sometimes produce undesired results. A wall of windows
.opposite a three-meter board in one situation caused a diver to mistake it for the water surface

during multiple spins, and his perfect horizontal entry took him to the hospital.

SAFETY PRACTICES

Proper Supervision
Frequency of accidents will rise if children and adults are allowed complete freedom of

diving equipment use without control. Experienced lifeguards know well that the area near a
diving board is where they can expect trouble unless safe rules are set up and enforced These

are the common sense rules:
I. Allow only one person on a board at a time.

. 2. See that the preceding diver is well away before diving.
3. Dive only ffom the end of the board.' not from the sides.
4. Never bounce fain one board to another. ,
5. Do not bounce board excessively.
6. Do not swing by the arms from high boards.
7. Do not sw n under board Swim away from hard to nearest ladder immediately after a

dive.
Most of these rules are selfkxplanatory. . In specific situations special rules can he made

There arc occasions when boards should he closed because of overcrowding.: small swimming
areas 11 limited ay ailable supervision. Where there is no separate diving area. particular
alertness must be maintained at busy recieational times and in joint sw ng-div ing practices

Coach, swimmer and diver must cooperate in sharing the facility safely If lane lines are present

fur swimnung workouts, they should be moved a safe distance to the sides of the board In
general the diver is responsible for checking whether his landing area will be clear. since fc is
above the sw limners. The coach working v. ith the diver has to be alert tow. immers' posii .ons.
particularly when the diver is taking-off backwards.

Bouncing a board is. in many ways, an excellent practice des ice for the initialled of board
timing. using feet and ankles correctly, handling body 'balance, correcting alignment and arm
swing, and just fur building kg strength. However, the same thing can be practiced with the
same advantages on the trampoline, and board bound' ng-an v ery dangerous Any off- balance

landing can put a diver out of control. at the mercy of whatever rebound angle and force sends

him wpoolside or onto a sw minter The accumulation if force from many bounces can make
this much more dangerous. Even in the process of landing on the board from the height buildup,
divers have been known to sprain ankles. twist knees and break bones
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Teaching of Safety
In the process of teaching and performing diving there are specific concepts of accident

prevention which make diving both safe and easy. These concepts can be divided into three
areas. I Pace at which a diver is taught and coached (progressive); 2. Specifics which the diver
learns to make him a safe performer; and 3. conditioning. The degree to which a teacher can
analyze and judge a diver's perforrnance in order to decide "pace." and the degree to which a
diver can respond to his own checks and balances in movement. will determine the safeness of
his diving.
Pace. Pace signifies a little more than progression. While it means building from fundamen-
tals and being sure that basic dives are learned in logical sequence, it also has to do with how
fast these things are taught, how much time must be spent by different people at different levels.
and recognizing influencing factors such as unusual fatigue, time of year in academic pressure.
onset of illness, outside psychological stress, parental pressure or indifference. In competitive
situations pace is related to the dates of the meets. This can be very detrimental, when
motivation is keen and performance may not yet be safe. Coaches and divers tend to push too
hard and too fast Weather can be a pace factor: wind and cold cause muscle tightness and
strain The discomfort and difficulty in executing hard dives under these conditions make
divers hurry and become careless; it becomes difficult to feel balance and to sense proper
timing

It is a wise and perceptive teacher who can evaluate these various factors of pace in teaching.
He must be constantly flexible and sensitive to everything in the environment of the diver.

Diving Specifics
Focus. Focus, or visual orientation, is a specific for every diver from a beginner onward.
This means awareness of the end of the board at all times in the forward approach. It means
judging angle of take-off, visual checkpoints for controlling dives from heights and thyes
involving great change of position, watching for the "break" from spins and twists. Every
entry Involves a definite point of aim ,A "blind" or not-looking diver is an unsafe diver. All
dives are adjustments in balance, controlling the force imparted to the diver, at take-off.

Sensitivity to Balance. A good part of the adjustment mentiohed above is sensitivity to
balance, a second specific for every diver. From the time he begins to walk forward on the
board or even when he begins his ann swing on back take-offs. he is shifting his center of
gravity If he is aware of these balance changes. he can adjust, correct and keep his actions safe
in terms of hitting the board or contacting the water improperly. He learns, that whatever
happens. he has done it himself Therefore, hecan also change and control it. He must be made
aware of balance and his specific control through his body alignment. use of feet and ankles,
and positton of head and shoulders.

In simple terms, the dIv er is taught to keep hiseyes open and to have control of his movement
at all times He doesn't run madly off the board, rather he walks. hurdlescorrectly. and lands in
balance, pressing through to his heels He springs into an art., actually 'a parabola, to land in the
water two to five feet from the board tip.

Closeness to Board. In emphasizing the importance of focus and balance the teacher looks to
the center of gravity of the diver as he performs. If he is passing very closeito the.board, his
problem is in his take-off Watch his action there and judge what ijs that Interrupts the logical
arc which should follow a balanced. coordinated take-off.

The intent of diver and coach is not to see how close the diver can come to the end of the
beard. but to set a reasonable angle of take-off for optimal height within aesthetic boundaries.
The dive which makes a spectator hold his breath or cry out in alarm is not the best. Comfortable
distance from the board as judged by the eye seems to be a minimum of about 18 inches. The
ti)dy-place to judge diver closeness is diredly in line with the board tip from the side. Spectators
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watching from angles other than this, especially if the board is directly toward or away from
them, have a distorted perspective of the board and diver, and the dive may appear closer than it

actually is.
If a diver shows decided tendencies to come close to the board only in specific dives, the

coach must, backtrack, and teach better mechanics for those dives at an easier level. If all
take-offs seem to bring the diver close, there are serious balance and timing faults involved at
hurdle and/or take-off. The "close" syndrome must not be brushed off as just characteristic of
that individual. Habits are being formed which will eventually lead to trouble. The time to
correct these bad habits are when they first appear.

Water Contact. Contact with the water is a matter of correct dive execution which finishes
going through the water at an angle slightly less than vertical, whether head or feet first. The
diver who tries to dive at 90 degrees inevitably rides over as his body continues in the direction
of his rotation. ht addition his arms and upper body are slowed in their rotation as he enters the
denser medium of water. The lower body, still in air, tends to keep on going.

Ear injuries occur occasionally among divers learning multiple twisting-spinning dives.
These injuries happen when the twist is incomplete or the diver is "lost," and he hits the water

squarely on the side of his head.
Another consideration related to water contact is the alignment of the arms and shoulders

with the head of headfirst entries. Arms should be over the ears, together and stretched. This is
.particularly essential for diving from boards higher than one meter. A wide arm position may
mean a hard impact on an unprotected head. Neck and shoulder injuries may occur if one arm is

forced out of line. From platforms a common complaint is bruised hands, wrists or foreheads
(the impact sometimes driving the hands into the head). This is prevented by a firmer stretch
and a clenched fist position of the hands.

Underwater. Once underwater the beginner ds to lift his head and come up too soon,
causing strain in the lower back. The remedy is to any the line of the dive down deeper,
preferably to the bottom if suitable. This means a good strong stretch and tension in the diver's
position, which is excellent entry procedure anyway. In advanced diving techniques there are

several alternate underwater maneuvers which, if mastered, make very clean entries or even
"save" poor entries. These maneuvers should not be attempted by inexperienced divers since
they require a high degree of coordination and reaction time.

Conditioning
Conditioning and physical fitness as related to diving mean strength, flexibility and good

health to accomplish the gymnastics of diving, whethe 1 a one-meter board or a ten-meter

.platform, without injury. The activity itself is a good 'timer. As a diver takes longer
workouts and his dives become more difficult, he becomes stronger and more fit.

There are those who are taught too quickly, who perhaps have great facility in the mechanics
of movement but not matching body strength. These individuals may need particular,/
strengthening exercises. Some may have inherent weaknesses which need attention, princi-
pally back, abdominal, leg. foot and upper arm areas. Lack of flexibility is a problem
sometimes: ankles, hamstrings, back and shoulders.

More advanced divers use conditiomng exercises for speeding up the ability to accomplish
difficult maneuver;. and to enable them to withstand the rigors of long, concentrated periods of
diving. The use of spotting belts andgampolines is both a quick learning procedure and a safe

conditioning practice.
An important factor in accidents is fatigue. and it usually most often affects the advanced

diver. He is the one who is highly motivated to go beyond the limits of his strength and
endurance. Diving is a skill of precisioq and coordination more than one of extreme physical
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strength_ Failure in judgment and timingdue to fatigue can result, in a serious accident for the
highly skilled performer The last dive of the workout, the "one too many," is often theone
which brings out the firstaid. Prevention lies in a combination of astute keen perception on the
part of the coach, and-recognition of the signs in himself by the diver (and his willingness to
then stop and rest of stop for the day). "Buckling," or collapsing of the knees on take-off, is a
very common sign of trouble ahead. Other signs might be difficulty in holding tensions in
positions or at point of entry, muscle twitching, usually in the leg muscles; indecision gr,
frequent balking; emotional reaction to criticism.

In summary. springboard diving is a relatively safe activity if one participates in adeq4ate
surroundings utilizing well-constructed equipment which is at.equately maintained and uses
good common sense in adhering to accepted safety practices.
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Chapter 6

TOWER DIVING

Robert L. Goldberg
The Pennsylvania State University

The safety of tower diking can be analyzed from three aspects, the tower facility, the body
conditioning necessary for a diver to work on the tower, and the techniques necessary for
diving. Each of these areas will be discussed separately in this chapter.

The Tower Facility

Platform, or tower diving, requires a lake-off area, which is ten meters above the surface of
the water, at least 2t, teet long and 6 feet 6 inches wide, and projects a minimum of 6 feet
beyond the edge of the pool. The water under the plummet shall be a minimum of 15 feet deep
for a distance of 15 feet beyond the plummet. (6) Lead-up practice, and some age group
competition require platforms at intermediate heights of five, and seven and one half meters.
While these platforms may vary in size, it is best if they approach the same minimum
dimensions as the ten-mete: platform. Towers are generally made of either wood or concrete
and have, "a covering of cocoa matting or other nonslip material" . . . (1). This matting

should run the entire length of the runway and be fitted over the front edge of the platform. This
cocoa matting should be replaced periodically when it does not provide the resistance to

slipping for which it is designed.
Ladders that lead to the platform should have non-slip surfaces and hand railings on both

sides. The platform should have a double railing surrounding the three sides, and these railings
should extend to the front edge of the area.

Appropriate markings on the tower, and in the area should include the water depth, the height
of each platform, who may use the tower and that each person participates at his own risk.
When the platforms are arranged so that one is above the other appropriately placed signs
should indicate which ones are open for use and which are closed.

It is imperative that water surface agitators be used while tower di nig so that divers will be
able to identify the surface of the water and be prepared for el e entry.

Body Conditioning

Before beginning a tower program, the diver should undergo an intense physical condition-
ing program to reduce as much as possible the chances of an injury arising from the impact with
the water. At speeds approaching 50 miles per hour upon impact, the body must be held totally
firm through the neck, shoulders and lower back to avoid the stress associated with the rapid
deceleration. The following are some upper body and lower back exercises designed to
strengtheh the body for tower diving. (51 81-99)
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Exercise
I. Military Press

(Standing Press)
\ 2. Bench Press

(Supine PreSs)

3. Arm Extensions

. Bent-over Rowing

S. sterior Military
Pr ss (Standing Press)

6. Nec Bridge

7. Neck Cu

8. Neck Latera Lift

9. Neck Extension

10. Shoulder Shrug
I I . Sit Ups

Body Part Stressed
Shoulder
Upper Arm
Arm
Upper Chest
Shoulder

Shoulder

Shoulder.'

Neck

Neck

Neck

Neck

Shoulder
Abdomen

12. Back Hyperextensions B ek

Muscles Used
Deltoid, 'Triceps,
Upper Pectoralis
Pectoralis, Triceps
Anterior Deltoid
Trapezius, Rhomboids
Posterior Deltoid
Posterior Deltoid
Trapezius
Deltoid, Triceps

Sacrospinalis, Deep
Cervical Muscles, Trapezius
Prevenebral Muscles
Sternocleidomastoid
Sacrospinalis, Deep Cervical
Muscles, Trapezius,
Sternoeleidomastoid
Sacrospinalis, Deep Cervical
Muscles, Trapezius
Trapezius

Upper and Lower Parts of
Abdominals
Gluteus, Hamstrings, Erector
Spinae, Deep Posterior
Muscles of the Trunk.

There are many new exercise machines available on the market today that enable the diver
and coach to isolate muscle groups very effectively. When available, they can be a definite aid
in the preparation for tower diving.

Tower Techniques

Correct toner div ing techniques vary dramatically from coach to coach and among the
geographical areas throughout the country. Certain factors, however, are essential. This
section %as not designed to pros ide coaching techniques, but rather to set forth safety principles
which should be built into training programs. .

Distance. To avoid any possibility of injury, all dives must be executed at a safe distance
from the toner. While the normal parabolic path of the center of gravity for a diver from a
springboard will allow time to move away from the board, the lack of elevation above the
platform in tower diving requird that a greater angle of take-off be used for tower diving
because the diver moves past the tower much sooner than the springboard diver returns to the
height of the board. While different dives will require different angles of take-off, every dive
from a tower will require more 'lean' or more push away frdm the tower tlian is required when
using a springboard.
Entries. The speed of the body upon impact requires that all tower divers stretch (extend)
fully for all entries Arms "locked out" at the elbows, and overhead, with the fingers interlaced
is an essential position that must be mastered at lowir levels before diving from 10-meter
platforms.

LeadUps. Ten-meter dives should be attempted only after consistent lead-ups from inter-
mediate heights have been mastered. (Example. For a back 21/2 somersault from 10 meters, a
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retwonable lead-up progress would be. a) consistent back 21/2 from 3-meter springboard with
visual spot; b) back double somersault from 5-meter platform, c) back 21/2 somersault from
71/2.-meter platform: d) back 21/2 somersault from 10-meter platform).
Workouts. While' type. duration, and intensity of tower workouts will vary considerably
according to the time of year. experience and strength of the diver, and type of dives practiced,
some common safety practices should be maintained. a) Muscle fatigue will limit the length of
the workout When the diver can no longer hold entries due to fatigue the workout should
terminate: b) Number of repetitions should be limited so that all dives planned for that day can
be done before fatigue sets in; c) Light workouts may be done each day, however heavy

orkouts should be held no oftener than every other day to allow the muscles time to recover. It
is said. "Fatigue is a protective mechanism by which normal muscle tissue cannot become
damaged through excessive accumulation of waste products . . . " (5.56). In other words,
fatigue is an early warning alarm that indicates workouts be terminated before injuries occur.

The reader is reminded this chapter is only concerned with the safety aspects, and does not
intend to cover tower or fpringboard techniques.
The Bubble Machine, At this writing the bubble machine is a new innovation for the safety
training of springboard and tower div ing Injuries can be reduced by injecting large amounts of
air into the water directly under the point of entry, thereby reducing the density of the water and
slowing down the rate of deceleration of the body. This, in effect, "softens" the impact. As this
machine gains more acceptance and use, it should significantly reduce the number of injuries
sustained while learning tower dives.
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WATER POLO
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Arthur D. Mindheim
Indiana University -1 .
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A
. Water polo has evolved from a relatively rough, bullish game of 20 to 30 yrs ago to the

rather highly skilled, fast moving sport it is today. The old style game which permitted players
not only to take the ball underwater but also each other is now past. Years ago, broken noses,
cut and blackened eyes, and facial and body scratches were common. They were the days of
three forwards, three guards, and a goalie restricted by the four-meter line. In today's sport the
team possessing the ball must play as though it has six forwards while the team on defense must
react with six guards. The goalie can come out as far as midcourt. All players must be able to

44,i,vshoot and score as well as guard tk opposition.
There are hazards in modem 0 polo but possibly not as many as in the originalgame.

Proper conditioning and self-de skills are significant controls in minimizing accidents.
Hazards are always present no matter how much time and effort are directed toward their
elimination. It is up to the players, coaches, and officials to make sure that no new, unnecessary
dangers ate introduced into the game.

On the premise that a moving target is hardest to hit, proper conditioning must be the prime
deterrent to water polo accidents. Well-conditioned, highly skilled playerewho have found
Themselves fatigued and completely ineffective after 15 minutes of scrimmage probably did not
know how to pace themselves in 'a game situation or became friiltrated at constantly losing thestball to a less skillful swimmer. Problems that are Common to players are wer and
inability to swim in short spurts with constantly changing direction. To improve ese skills,
players can use a variety of water polo drills.

In today's sport it is illegal to take the ball underwater in an effort to deceive the opposition.
When a player approaches the ball, he must play it and not some part of the opponent's body.

Probably the most important deterrents to accideits are the player's emotional stability and
self-discipline. One of the hardest things for the beginner to learn is that he will befouled often.
Because of water polo's unique lack of multiple referees and unipires; Many fouls are
undetected. It is impossible on a basketball court for officials to notice all rule infractions; in
water polo, with more players and the water medium, even two referees can miss underwater,
action. , , , 9 -

, .
Types of ocddents

The following are accidents that have actually occurred in water polo and suggestions for
49minimizing them.

1. The white of a player's eye was cut by an opponent's fingemail while playing the ball.
This occurrence caused the player to be out of competition, for four months, and it was a year
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before the injury healed completely. Short fingernails could have minimized the danger. It is
the refdree's responsibility to check for nngs, jewelry, and long fingernails and toenails that
might endanger players.

2 A player's nose was broken from a closed fist blow by an opponent during a tournament.
The experienced player who was hurt had entered the touniament insufficiently conditioned.
Rather than chase his oppoite nt up and down the pool. he constantly held onto the player. This

annoyed and frustrated his opponent. who consequently lost his self-control and punched his
opponentin the face when the referees were not looking. Neither player was right. Had the
injured player been in good physical condition he would have chased the opponent. as he was
the faster swimmer. The player who caused the injury should not have lost control of his
emotions. Because of the poor orientation of the pool. the sun shone on the water. which made
it virtually impossible for the referee to follow and control the whole game. Therefore, one can
also fault poor lighting as well as the tournament officials and the referees who are responsible
for making sure that-the game is under control and played according to the rules.

3. In another incident, a player was kicked in the groin, a blow severe enough iii render him
almost unconscious. The kick was probably due to the constant harassment lvtween the tvto
players in an attempt to unnerve each other. The player inflicting the blow either lost his
self-control or felt that his opponent "had it coming" for reasons known only to himself. On the
other hand, the injured player's (lack of selfdefense such as keeping his hips high while
guarding, made him vulnerable to the blow:

4. Certain incidents are solely accidental. For example. when two teammates broke for the
same opening whila sw miming orb different but converging courses. one was struels in the eye
by the other's thumb. Severe conjunctivitis and a black eye resulted.

5. In another game, a player who previously had had plastic surgen, on his cheekbone was
.ILLItlentally.struck in the face. It was a glarking blow that probably would have been unnoticed
had it happened to anyonelse. Fortunately no permanent damage was done, but the injured
player was unable ro participate further in the game.

6. Another incident ins olv mg a blow to the face and nose resulted in the injured player being

removed from the game and missing the remainder of the tournament. Lack of conditioning was
probably the %aicse. When inters ievvedi tl player remarked that he "never saw it coming...
Ho S% es er. his team had been praitking o take weekly for a month prior to play ing in the
toumaniiint.
' 7 A common injury in early praitke sessions is a jammed thumb. This seems to be the result
of srunmaging early in the season before good ball control and ball kindling .ire established.

8. Another early season injury is a strained throwing arm, which is occasionally accom-
panied by a sore elbow This is causedby throwing toooften in thebarly ksirason and throwing
too hardpnor to a warm-up.

9 An .'%%ident summon to the novice is being kicked in the mouth b) the heel of an opponiim
while chasing hinudown the pool. A player must be taught to pursue to the side and keep his
arms beneath him w ithelbows bent to prevent the pursued player's feet from driving into hit
face and abdomen --

10..1n accident that vas the direct result of one player. a guard, harassing his opponent. a
forward. h I ppened in the following n anner. the guard constantly pressured the forward,
throughout the gam by pushing. holding, and leaning on him. Annoyed. the forward was
determined to get es, en Fl.: waited until the ailion and the referee were at the far end of the
pool He then swung a backhanded dosed fist at the guard. However, at the time of the swing
and resulting blow . the guard had turned his back on the forward in order to communicate w ith
his goalie The blow landed 'on the back of the guard's head. breaking several txmes in the
forward's hand The forward was disabled for the season.

I I .1 common injury to the nos ke goalie is to be struck in the face b) .1 shot from a teammate
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in practice causing nose or other facial injuries. Special attention must be given to the
development of goalies raring practice sessions.

Most injuries result frdm one or more of the following causes. (a) playiaig at less than full
speed against less skillful opponents. (b) lack of physical conditioning, (c) occasional overag-,
gressn eness on the part of some players, (d) aggravating an opponent to the point where he
loses self-control. (e) improper playing techniques becayse of lack of experience, and (f)
practicing too hard in the early part of the season.

There are no absolute methods of reducing injuries in water polo. Suggestions such as
elevated walkways for officials and use of underwater windows for observation of underwater
fouls are viable but, at this timq, not practical in most facilities. Highly trained officials.
expenen -ed in the sport, offer the most reasonable method of preventing injuries as they are
better able to understand and discern the intricate tactics used by players. Continued research in

developing safety devices such as a lightweight mask for goalies and a mouthpiece for field
players is another possible way to reduce injuries. Coaches are responsible for teaching their
players the proper skills, and fundamentals oiwater polo while also teaching the rules of the
game which provide for the safety of the individual during practices or in game situations.
Coaches cannot permit the pressure to win to minimize the importance of safety in thesport of
water polo, if there is to be a continuation of the dramatic growth water polo has demonstrated
in the 1970's Practices. "scrimmages or games should never be held without caps and
earguards.
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S. t Chapter 8

SMALL CRAFT SAFETY

Donald R. Jarrell
The Pennsylvania State University

1

There has been a continued growth of recreational boating in the United States since Worlii
War II. Today an estimated 8.4 million recreational boats are in use in this country. Approxi-
mately one in every seven households owns some type of small craft (recreational boat). One
out of every four Americans go boating each year, making it one of America's leading family
recreational activities. Quite frequently boating also involves another activity such as fishing
(73.8% of the boaters do so for fishing). Just plain cruising, enjoying the sun, the wind, and the
Smell pf.the air are the primary activities of 63% of the boating public.

The American public is utilizinLthe water for recreation in ever increasing numbers. The
recreational craft range from inflatable-rafts for one person up th -ough 12-meter yachts with
sophisticated equipment and highly trained cre sics.-----

Modem industrial techniques, the use of new synthetic materials and media exposure to the
"good life"'have all combined to increase the public's desire for boating .and its economic
practicality. AlsOghe U.S. Corps of Engineers and other agencies have buijt and opened many,
new water areas to the boating public. it is no longer strange to see boats on the rivers and lakes

of the rand-locked states of Kansas, Arkansas, and Idabo. Thus, today every geographical area
in the U.S. is within easy access of recreational boating areas. in addition, the portability of
many new designs of boats has greatly increased the convenience and range of the recreational

boater.
It is expected that recreational boating will continue its trend of growth in the coming decades

with promotion by competitive corporations and industries and energetic developthent of
outdoor recreational facilities and programs by all levels of government. This increase in
boating participation means that there is an increasing responsibility on the part of the boating
public aod recreational agencies to become more aware of boating regulations, equipment, safe
practices and emergency procedures.

There is no one type of Craft which would be ideal for all types of boating situations nor could

a single design meet the requirements of all possible activities and pocketbooks. Thus,
thousands of designs of small craft are available on the market today. These can be classified in
one of the five major classes of small craft; inflatable, rowboat, canoe,sailboat or power boat.

Each of these five major types of craft require some specialized skill, knowledge and training
for,safe_arui competent operation which is peculiar to that classification. Also, the type of
equipment necessary for a safe outing will vary among the types of craft and in accordance with

the nature orthe outing.
Typically, the small outboard boat has led in boating fatalities having been involved in over

one-half of the annual total. This is not surprising since these craft constitute about one-half of
all recreational boats in use. When the fatality rates were based on passenger-hours, the canoe
heeded the list with 1.7 fatalities per million passenger -hours while the average rate was about
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5 for all types of recreational boats. Close behind were the rowboat/jonboats with 1.4
fatalities At the bottom of the list were the houseboats and inboard/outboards withabout .1
fatality per million passenger-hours. Clearly, the fatalities are more closely related to how
easily the craft is capsized or swamped lather than the means of propulsion. The light, highly
maneuverable crafts account for the high fatality rates, not necessarily the motorized craft.
Still, the, motorized boats (two-thirds of all recreational craft) contribute to three-quarters of the
fatalities, (nearly 1.200 to 1973) a slightly disproportionate share of the total.

These same statistics reveal that experienced boaters are quite likely to be involved in a
boating accident Thus, even the experienced, but untrained, boater can use supervised
instruction and training in order to increase his ability to handle routine and emergency
situations with greater skill and confidence.

SAFETY FACTORS

Of the millions of people ins ols ed in recreational boating eachyear. only a fraction are fully
aware of the variety and complexity of factors which affect their safety on each outing. This fact
is shown in the Coast Guard statistics that over 50 percent of the 1,446 fatalities in 1974 were
attributed to "fault of operator." Each year the Coast Guard compiles and publishes Boating
Statism s (CG 357). an annual report of recreational boating accidents. Today, any accident
which involves loss of life, SIO0 or more in property damage, medical treatment. incapacita-
tion for 24 or more hours, or loss of consciousness is a reportable accident. _

it is necessary that the operator of a boat be able to make decisions and perform skills in
addition to exercising good judgment In boating the quality of equipment is important, as well.
In any type of small craft activ ity the occupants mu able to handle themselves in the water
as 90 percent of all recreational boating fatalttie in 1974 were the result of drowning. Also,
over 59 million in property damage resulted 1974 from boating accidents. It should be noted
that in many respects the Coast Guard statistics are incomplete or inaccurate due to missing
data Over 20 percent of the fatalities were listed as 'unknown cause."

In reality there are multiple causes in most boating fatalities, as in nearly every case,
accidents are the result of a series of ev ents An overboard Fatality may result from sitting on the
gunwale of a motorboat during a high speed turn by a person who does not know how to swim
and is not wearing a lifejacket (Personal Flotation Dev ice PFD). Each factor contributes in
its own %I, ay to the resulting fatality w hich could usually have been prevented at any point in the
series of events Generally there are four basic categories of factors which contribute to the
safety of a recreational boater a) operator skill and judgment. b) sound and serviceable
equipment, c) env ironmental conditions, and d) rescue and self-rescue skills. Each of these
factors must be of primary concern to the boating public in order to reduce the incidence of.
small craft accidents and fatalities There should he a greater sense of pride and achievement, as
well as confidence. in thou somethin.g well which 4hould also make the activity much more
rewarding. i,

\
Operator Skill and Judgment

Included in the elas;ification. "fault of operator. are such things as. improper loading,
improper installation and maintenance. overloading. carelessness. weather conditions, and
lack of expertefiee In addition to operatornegligence such things as. hazardous waters. ache-Ise
weather eoncliiions. execs ,ry t! drinking, and the other person are listed as prime causes of
fatalities which may have been presented by safety training and experience. There is no
substitute for operator skill and experience to ensure 41 safe outing. A boat operator needs to
know the handling characteristics of his craft along with his and its limits of safety under
vary ing conditions Handling an empty craft in calm waters on a calm day is entirely different
tiom handling a fully loaded _raft with water in thz bilges on a choppy sea with a strong wind
blowing,
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It is the operator v. ho must, in the final analy sis, determine what he and his craft are capable
of doing and under what circumstances. Basle training in boat handling and safety is offered by

such organizations t' the United States Power Squadron. Coast Guard Auxiliary Red Cross.
Lamps. scouts, YMCA. schools. dubs and state agencies. There may be other groups which
offer more or leis formalized and competent training in small craft safety . According to a Coast

Guard study but 25 percent of the boating public haw taken one type of boating safety
course Most of these courses of instruction are classroom onented in boating theory. rather
than practical skills wines taught on the water There is little doubt that practical. on the water.
training in conjunction sx ith classroom theory is a far more effectixe means of do eloping safe
boating habits than is an approach that includes only theory. Although it is not always practical
to obtain on the water instruction and training. it should be obtained w halo er possible

Small Craft Equipment
A primary concern for the safety of any type of small craft is its buoyancy when swamped.

capsized or holed. The craft should hale flotation chambers built is and tilled with expanded
foam in such quantity and location to support the boat. oceupants, and equipment at the surface

in a horizontal and upright position Inflatable boats should be constructed with at least two
separate chambers such that done were to be punctured. the other one w ould still keep the eraft,

equipment. and oeeupant, on the surface Kayaks and decked canoes should be buoy ant when

swamped: the more buoyancy the better.
Another matter of general concern for small craft safety is the presence and use of PFD's

i lifejackets). It is required by law that there should be at least one USCG approxed PFD on
board and readily accessible for each passenger In decked canoes and kayaks. the PFD most he
worn Larger type, of cratt must also Larry a USCG approxed throw able PFD Under any type
of ad% erne (other than optimal) conditions. such-as rough weather or rapids. alt persOns should

wear their PFD AB nonswimmers or weak sw limners should wear their PFD at all times when

on. the-water
Any type of craft should hac an alternate means of propulsion Canoe, or raft, should hale

spare paddles. sailboat, should carry oars or a paddle. rowboats should carry a spare oar.
motorboat, should hake oars or a paddle. etc. Nu matter s hat the intended means of propulsion.
there should he an e tfechk e back up mean, of propelling a boat. All too often a motorboat runs

out of fuel and then the operator discoxers that the paddle is too short to ex en reach the w ater,

much les, propel the craft. especially in a wind.
Must boats in use today hose a capacity plate which hsts a maximum sate horsepower and

maximum sate luacl in personsand pounds These are to be considered maximum under optimal
conditions for safety assuming proper distribution of weight and boat trim Both weight and
power rating, should-be reduced under any aik erse enx ironmental condition The rule 14 thumb

Is. it the craft has nu capac it plate. has c only one-third of the boat in the watitr In other words.

it you ha c a jimboat h measure, 12 inches from keel to lowest point along the gunwale or
transom, then it should nut cart)" any eight v. Inch would reduce its freeboard to less than eight

inches If the Mat 8.1 eh. 14 Let long and 5 feet abeam. this would penult a total weight of about

1,400 pounds. including the boat. equipment and passenger,
f ollow mg is a suggested list of equipment which might he carried kin board each of the tine

maim-types of small craft
I Inflatable, PPD.,. paddle or oars. bailer. line

2 Row boat, PFD', Oars. spare or or paddle. bailer, anchor and line
Canoes in- kayaks PI-D's. paddle, and spare. bailer. painter (line). knee pad,

4 Sailboats PFD's. paddle or oars. anchor and line. bailer. took
5 Power emit PI D motor. gas. tire extinguisher. whistle or bell. flame arrestor.

s entilat ion. anchor snd link batter. oars or paddle. tools. spare pan,. first aid kit. chart,.

lights, and radio
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The recommended and required equipment may vary considerably dependingon the size as
well as, the type of craft and the area of operation, especially the requirements for lighting at

night and equipment on power craft Coast Guard and state regulations must be checked and
followed in all cases A good rule-Kthumb is to conic prepared for the worst and hope for the
best:

Environmental Conditions
The primary environmental considerations for the small craft operator are the weather and

the water An experienced boatman keeps a constant alert for up-to-date and reliable weather
forecasts prior to his outing. Long range predictions are available in the daily newspapers, but
the best up-to-the-minute reports are obtained from TV or radio and should be checked as soon
as possible before And during the outing. Also, once underway, the operator is alert for any
changes in temperature. wind. clouds and barometric pressure w hich may indicate the approach
of bad weather, Of greatest concern to the boater are. wind velocity, lightning, visibility, and
water conditions.
Wind velocity.. Increased wind velocity with resulting large waves in open water can greatly
affect the handling of a small craft. Even sailors who love the wind will not venture out when it
is too strong Sonic sailors will begin to panic when'the wind approaches 15 to 20 mph, while
others find this wind to be ideal for exciting and fun sailing. In any case. when the winds are
such that you cannot enjoy the outing. or handle the craft with confidence and precision. it is
time to be ashore, not afloat It is important to recognize the fact that people with L aned boating
skills can handle the boat safely in many different kinds of adverse weather conditions. What is
unsae for one person to attempt. may still be well within the limits of another's capabilities.
There is nothing more important than knowing what your capabilittes arc, and to stay within
them while gradually expanding your skills.
Visibility. With the increased popularity and accuracy of electronic aids to navigation, low
visibility has become less of a concern to many boaters. However, smaller craft or boats
without such aids should` not venture out in a fog. haze or other conditions that would reduce
visibility to an extent what' might result in disorientation tif theoperator. The possibilities of
running aground. collision, and simply getting lost are usually too great to nsk.
Lightning. Thunderstorms repre,ent the single greatest weather threat to small craft. A
thunderstorni will not only produce high winds with waves, but will also reduce visibility. The
most dangerous element of all is the at.Lompany ing lightning. Add to this the fact that in many
boating areas a thunderstorm is likely to come up with very little warning, and it is possible to
visualize its potential danger It is best to be wary w hen thunderstorm activity is predicted in an
area. and all craft should not venture far from shelter. Radios can I e useful in detecting storms
in the areas as they will emit static noises due to the electrical discharges of lightning.
Fortunately. thunderstorms are of relatively short duration. If yodare caught unaware to the
path of a thunderstorm. keep All weight lo; in the craft, bilges qry, and reduce leeway with an
anchor or drogue it is best to seek shelter at first warning of a ihunderstorm. Remember that
lightning tends to strike the highest object in an area. so keep everything to and get off the
water Sailboats with their tall masts pose a particular problem in thunderstorms and therefore
operators of these boats should be especially wary.
Water conditions. The type of water may posespeiAal problems for the reereduonal boater. -

An outing on a small lake might mean that you would elect to leave behind some of thC'S'afety
equipment Such equipment would ordinarily be taken along on larger waters whereyou would
probably venture further from shelter and assistance. The boat operator should:barawa'k of the
location of shallow waters that are to be avoided, and of the currents or tides in thr insea of
operation Large w as es are possible on large bodies of water even on calm days and need to be
taken into account.
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The fatalities on rivers are increasing dramatically. White water and river trips are becoming
very popular 'and call for high skill and specialized knowledge and techniques. Rivers are being

run by canoes, kayaks and rafts in ever-increasing numbers. Any outing on fast w ater should be

in conjunction with either a commercial outfitter or a river boating club and the tnp should
include experienced leaders A majority of river fatalities are the result of private rafts (referred
to by river guides as "suicide or kamakazi rafts") with its occupants not wearing any type of
PFD.

All participants in a river outing must wear a PFD. Do not venture into an unknown area
without first obtaining reliable information about that area. In summary. at be aware of
potential hazardous areas. b) be familiar with the area, and c) know where there is shelter and
possible assistance.

Rescue and Self-rescue Skills
The fact that nearly 90 percent of all boating fatalities result from drowning emphasizes the

importance of swimming skills An unexpected fall overboard or capsizing of the boat may
cause panic even among skilled swimmers An occupant of any small craft should be able to
handle himself in the water as a minimum prerequisite for small craft participation. A person
who has a basic fear of water is a potential hazard to himself and to others in a small craft
situation In small craft activities it is a good idea to be prepared to be in the water, not just on
the water It is also truesthat some types of craft are more likely to capsize and place its
occupants in the water than are some other types of craft. A canoe is a prime example. It is a*
very versatile and maneuverable craft when properly handled, but can pitch its occupants into
the water with very little provocation.

Beyond being "at home in the water." small craft participants should be able to sustain
themselves at the surface for fis e minutes as a minimal swimming skill. Any period of time less
than this and they must be considered weak swimmers who should wear PFD's while in small
craft The Red Cross has a five minute swim test as a prerequisii . for enrollment in their small
craft safety courses and consider this only a minimal swimming requirement.

An individual's ability to sustain himself in the water depends upon. his swimming skill, his
physical condition, clothing, and temperature of the water. A person wearing only a swim suit
who falls overboard on a summer day into 75°F (24°C) water is confronted with a different
situation than a hunter dressed for cold weather pitched Into 45°F (7°C) water, and this is
different than a paddler in white water who ends up sw imming through difficult rapid. of spnng
snow melt In any case, the basis aquatic survival techniques that are taught by such agencies as
the YMCA, and Red Cross chap ers in most communities, as well as by other agencies should

be mastered Such skills are de:nanded as a routine part of the activity and must be developed.
In the c.Ise of a boat that has capsized or swamped, it is generally best to stay with the boat.

Most craft w ill float even when completely filled with water because boat manufacturers are
required to build adequate flotation into the craft In such a Lase the bo4 is a better lifesaving
device than anything else. also the boat is more easily spotted by potential rescuers than a

swimmer If possible, the boa/ should be turned upright anise- entered with caution solhe boat
will not turn overagain Under %tune LirLumstances, leaving the craft day be necessary as in the
Lase of possible explosion. sinking, fire; drifting into a dangerous area, or in cold water. In all
instant's where a boater is in the water, he should use a lifesaving device or PFD. In one-third
of the reported rescue situations there was no assistance from another party Yet in nearly 50
percent of the Lases. assistance Lame from a nearby boater Clearly, the boating public should

be able to assist others in need, and also be able to handle their own problems without outside
aid.
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SUPERVISION OF SMALL CRAFT ACTIVITIES

An increasing number of agencies are utilizing small craft activities as an overall part of their
program, be it recreation, education or some related program. Such activities may range from a
simple outing of one or two hours in a rowboat to an extended cruise via motorsailer or canoe. In
such an organized setting the leader assumes a certain amount of responsibili or the
participants' safety afloat The extent of responsibility depends upon the involvement o the
participants will they be merely passengers with no concern for the operation of the craft or
will they be expected to operate the craft during the outing'?

Participants as Passengers
The responsibility assumed by the leader and organizing agency is somewhat less when the

participants are only passengers aboard the boat rather than operators of the craft. Still, a certain
number of precautions should be taken. The swimming ability of the individuals should be
determined Those who are nonswimmers or weak swimmers, should either be left ashore or
required to wear a PFD w hile afloat, depending upon the likelihood of being in the water during
the ..w.qv ity The participants should be informed of the bask procedures for their safety as they
relate tc that specific activity and craft The boat operator must he trained and experienced in
the operation of the craft

Participants as Small Craft Operators
The-Department of Health. Education and Welfare recognizes the need for trained specialists

in charge of all watercraft actis ities Although these guidelines w ere developed specifically for
camps. all agencies would do well to meet these retommended standards for supervision of
specialized 'act -ities:,

I Supers ision of Specialized Activities
When campers participate in specialized or high risk actis ities such as. but not limited to,

/iorwbat k ruling, hiking, s(iiii (lit nig. rot k t limiting. firearms. canoeing. and aquatic
events, the counselors :Incr. ising the activity shall possess ev.dence of appropriate
training and experience in their program spetialties. When applicable. adequateprovisions
shall he made to assure any yetisl training necessary for tamp personnel to protect the
safety and health of handicapped campers.

2 All niter( raft actis ities shall be supervised by a minimum of one counselor on the water to
each 12 campers in watercraft except when participating in salt water or white water
activity at which time a minimum of two counselors must be on the water in separate
w aircraft regardless of the number of campers. Said counselors shall possess at least an
American National Red Cross Ads anced Lifesav ing Certificate or its equivalent and shall

-----"------rnret.at-least...oug...,ofthe following criteria:
A Have participated in three white water tam or raft trips totaling at least 6 hours on the

water

B Has e had at least 6 hours of pra,tical instruction in sui v iv al and stream safety as taught
by the American National Red Cross or its equivalent (there is no existing Red Cross
training in _this context at this time).

C One counselor must hold a current American National Red Cross Small Craft Instruc-
tor Rating or its equivalent for the intended craft used.

Campers shall possess ,u least 'an American National Red Cross Advanced Beginner
Swimming Certificate. American National Red Cross Survival Swimming Certificate, or
its equivalent before being allowed to participate In either white water or salt water boating
activities All w lute w ater atm ices must be carried out on water determined to be no more
difficult than Class Ill as 'defined by the International Stale of River Difficulty. No trips
shall he taken on unclassified white water, (DHEW. 1975)
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It should be noted that these standards apply to open water or white water activities when the
partkipants will be the boat operator. Ideally , they should be or should have been instruLted by
the leader in how to handle the craft safely in that situation, in addition to having a trained and
*experienced indiv 'dual in charge w that he may make intelligent Lift isions Involving good
judgment for the safety of the. group.

The sponsoring agency also is.responsible for the serviceable condition and presence of all
craft and equipment appropriate for the activity. Both the watt and equipment should be
penodkally Inspected for abnomial wear and to be Len= it is operativ e. Any equipment which
is not completely serviceable should be repaired or replaced. AIn summary,, it is ecsential that. a) all equipment be in good repair, b) all pa (pants
demonstrate bask swimming and Survival skills, c) a Red Cross certified Small Craft dirty
Instructor or equivalent for the speLitiL type of craft be in charge of the activity (It is the
responsibility of this trained sPelialist to make all deLisions affecting the safety and well-being
of the group while engaged in the Jo% Hy ). and d) the partkipants hav c acquired the necessary
skills for safe participation in that particular activity.
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Chapter 9

WATER SKIING

Roland James George
Revised by Thomas C. Hardman

Winter Haven. Florida

Water skiing is one of the simplest outdoor sports. This is evidenced by the many successful
beginners who have never before participated in athletics. Water skiing can be as easy and as
much fun as it looks. As in bicycle riding, getting started is the most difficult step. Watet skiing
is basically safe; the degree of safety depends upon the common sense precautions taken by
both the skier and the towboat driver who has the major responsibility for the skier's safety.

Accidents

Annual surveys of the Outboard Boating Club of America and t merieatiWater Ski
Association show conclusively that even thou h a timate- 2.000,000 persons enjoy water
skiing annually in the United States, acti ents and fatalities are infrequent. While water skiing
has become the.primary incentive for people to buy outboard boats and motors, serious or fatal
accidents on skis represent a small percentage of boating accidents.

The vast majority of accidents in water skiing involves either the amateur or the reckless
participant This includes the untrained boat driver, the novice skier, and the poor swimmer.
Accidents also occur when the activity is unsupervised. Most intensive skiing is done in
organized ski clubs, commercial ski schools, ski shows, and competitive tournaments. The
incidence of accidents in these organized segments of the sport is extremely low. During the
more than 35 years that the American Water Ski Association has been sponsoring water ski
tournaments, there has never been a fatality in any of its sanctioned events. Many commercial
ski schools have operated for 15 to 20 years without a serious accident or fatality. This record
has been maintained in areas wheri: skiing goes on steadily for as many as 8 to 10 hours daily.

Basically . there are five elements of safety consciousness in water skiing. (a) the skier. (b)
the skiing gear. (c) the boat driver. (d) the boat and motor, and (e) the water.

Hazards Caused by the Skier

Water skiing accidents are invariably caused by errors either on the pan of the skier or the
boat driver There are the problems of not wearing alife belt or jacket, not having an observer in
the towboat, not knowing the skier-driver signals, or not releasing the towline after falling.
Falling may be fun for the adventurous student, bathe time it takes to pick him up cuts down on
instruction time Falls are rarely dangerous and are more frequently caused by unexpected
rough water or by the misjudgment of the instructor or boat driver than by the skier. In falling, a
skier is less likely to be injured from hitting the water than from hitting docks, piers. pilings, sea
walls, and boats In salt water areas, oyster bars, barnacle encrusted walls, and pilings can
cause serious injuries Skiing in shallow wilier is hazardous because the skis hit bottom and
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throw the skier forward. resulting in sand and grass burns, rock scratches, or fractures. The
minimum depth for safe skiing is four feet for children and five feet for adults.

Skiing at night is unwise and most states forbid it. Exceptions to night skiing include ski
shows or exhibitions. and othe- organized water activities with adequate lighting.

It is unsafe for two Kople taskrtogether with ropes of differrnt lengths. lithe skier on the
long rope falls, the rope,,Lan easily wrap around and entangle the skier on the short towline. It is

difficult to avoid the dragging and whipping rope or the spray throw n by the handle dragging in
the water Another hazard is fatigue. a tred skier not only ceases to learn. but becomes a hazard

to himself and others In landing. a skier Should run parallel to the shore rather than straight into
it Before skiing, one should check the steering cables. to ropes for worn and frayed spoks,
loose runners. wing nuts, binder slivers. and any sharp protruding objects on the skis.

Hazards Caused by the Boat Driver

A common hazard caused by boat drib ers is "hitting it" before the towrope is taut, before the
skier's tips are ',bible. and before the skier has indicated readiness. The driver should steer
away from objeLts, such as piers. docks. pilings, sea walls. and other boats. Additional hazards
caused by the driver include not vetting the speed of the boat and following another boat too
closely 200 feet is a safe distance. Accidents are also Liaised w hen. (a) the drib er or observer
rides on the gunwale or on the bads of the seat. (b) when any passenger jumps from a mob ing
boat, or tt.) when a downed skier hoards an outboard or stern drive boat from the stern.

Removal of Hazards

When the skier falls, the observer should gib e instant notiLe to the boat driver w ho. in turn,

should reduce speed immediately and determine if the skier is all right. After a skierfalls. he
should Llasp both hands overhead to signal that he is all right or hold up a ski so that other boat

drib ers can see hum ith an OK signal from the skier, the driver should circle toward the skier
it a reduced speed. This will alltw, time for the skier to put on his skis. the observer to adjust the

rope. and the driver to Lade accordingly The driver should approach the skier from the
dow nv, ind Ii e leeward) side so that the boat will not drift ober the skier The motor should
always he in neutral when passing near the skier However. an idling motor is not always safe
since the propeller may ktill be turning and thus Lut the skier. After the fallen skier has grasped
the rope and handle. the driver should Lontinue forward at idling speed until the towline is taut
The drib cr should then check the lake traffic and proceed when the skier gibes him the "hit it.
signal

If for any reason a skier has not been brought in for a landing parallel to the shoreline and is in

danger of hitting a duds or piling. or even the beach at too great a speed. the skier should it
dove n on his skis and drag his hands in the water An emergent.) procedure would be to fall
hock ward forcing the skis upw and into the air A skier still has control of his skis after the handle

is released. and he ,hould flange his direction or "brake" to a stop as his situation datates.

Conditionini

Skier, should deb clop their muscles will. barbell and isometra exerLises Quartyr squats and
thigh e bansions vb ill strengthen the knee extensor muskies to the fullest 'extent. Sitting pulley
row," and the two hand barbell curl arc used mainly fur increasing biLep strength and
building power in the upper arms Sit ups will build abdominal strength Other exercises will

help to strengthen the wrists, arms. and hack.
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Facilities and Equipment

Although boats of less tlian 16 feet and powered by outboards of 50 horsepower or less are
capable of towing skiers, a more versatile ski boat should be 17 to 19 feet long with over 100
horsepower A wide beam is essential in a good ski boat to provide stability against the pull of
the skier cutting sharply to either side of the boat. A wide range of ski boats is available with
inboard, outboard and sts:rn dpv power Outboard engines now range up to 200 horsepower.
so that single engine appliLations, both inboard and outboard. are adequate for even the most

demanding skiing Although most skiing is done at moderate speeds. the hull and power
combination should be capable of towing a fkier up to 30 to 35 miles an hour. The extra power
makes getting up on skis easier fur beginners and also enables practice on a single slalom ski at
competition speeds.

Boats should be equipped with a minimum of two paddles. small aqctor, extra line and motor
parts. horn or whistle. speedometer or tachometer (engine rev olutions per minute), tool kit,
lifesaving equipment. fire extinguisher Of the boat hd, any enclosed spaLes), boarding ladder,
rear v iew mirror sufficient life jackets and/or cushions for the driver. observer. skier, and any
passengers, running lights, steering w heel. first aid kit, extra gas supply. and registration
numbers However. when a boat is used opressly for skimg, all chrome and other fixtures
projecting from the sides and top, such as flag aandards, lights. and cleats which may snag the
rope should be removed. Windshields are optional.

The ski to hitch should be sturdy and well LonstruLted. It can be a center mounted pylon. a
transom mounteu hitch, which also Lames the rope out of the water for easier vissbility, or a
ripe y oke ittaLhed to the to eyes On the transom of the boat. A rope yoke should be equipped
with as free riding swivel to which the towline is attached The swivel distributes the pull of the
skier eLoally on both sides of the transom and makes driving safer and easier. A safe way to
attach as tow line is to install eye bolts in tne transom of the boat. Life handles on the boat or
motor damps should not be used as substitutes EleLtric ski rope retrievers play line out
automatically so that if a skier falls.. lima of a button. operated in the boat. retnev es the rope.
A hitch should be designed to hold the rope away from the motor. Some hitches hold the
above the mow, to prevent its Dipping into the water and becoming foulpi in the propeller.
Many hitclies attach to the transom, while others are installed inside the boat. forward of the
motor

Fi,r water skiing. a low freeboard is recommended to provide easy boarding for the skier in
the water and reduce weather vaning or w J drift while standing still. High freeboards are

designed more for heavy seas and Open water where skiing is raroly done. Ski hardware and
.attachments, such as fins. foot binders. sLrews, and nuts. should ot: as simple as possible and
free of sharp protrudini surfaces that Lould save or Lut the skin. Ski lines and handles should
likewise he free of complicated hooks and eyes as well as unnecessary loops that aught
entangle. catch, or cut the skier

most popular ski lines are made of quarter-Ina braided poly propylene or polyethylene
which floats and Lomes in a wide variety of .olors for easy spotting in the Ix ater.Aryi type of ski

,e may have a tendency to loop when floating tree. and extra caution should be inercised to
avoid LatLhiag a hand or digit in a loop as the towboat is pulling the line taut. Although double

formerly were tav l)reti fur slalom skiing are still available. the most %Wel} used
handle is the single har about 11 to 12 macs lung and one to one and one-eighth inches in
diameter Nvailahle either in wood or in Lushion (Award w ood or aluminum Lures. the handle
should be attached to the rope w ith a V idle approximately one foot long. The bridle lines
should he attached to either end of the handiL in such a manner that there is a minimum of
movement hetvei:n the rope and the handle when in use in order to avoid slippage which Lould
result in a pinching action between rope and handle.
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Water skis are nude of wood, wood laminates or reinforced plastics. With the introduction of
such "space age" cores as aluminum honeycomb. the reinforced plastics are rapidly gaining in

popularity, particularly among competition skiers. Ski bindings are made of soft rubber or
plastics and come in either fixeder adjustable types Most pairs of skis now on the market come
equipped with an extra toe binding on one ski so the skier can make a ready transition from
doubles to a single ski. The slalom ski is now the most popular seller among all types of skis.
Slaloms come in a range of lengths and with various types of bottom configurations and bevels
to appeal to skiers of all sizes and degrees of skill.

The American Water Ski Association has called on water ski manufacturers to avoid making
sharp pointed skis and restrict the ski top radius to a minimum of one and one-fourth inches as a

safety measure. This action was taken after reports of eye and other facial injuries resulting
from falling on skis that had been tapered into sharp points solely for appearance purposes.

Conclusion

Most states have regulations dealing with reckless and negligent behavior in water skiing and
boating Generally. then' rules and restrictions are patterned after recommendations of the
American Water Ski Association to,the National Association of State Boating Law Adminis-
trators These recommendations cover such activities as skiing the area of fixed objects and
other boats, skiing after dark, use of observers and rear view mirrors, wearing of safety devices

and multiple skiing. Despite the mushrooming popularity of the sport which now attracts more
than 12.000.000 participants in the U.S. alone, there has been no accompanying increase in
accident reports to the U.S. Coast Guard or to the American Water Ski Association. This
indicates that the boating and skiing safety education programs of these organizations and
others like them are paying dividends.
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Chapter 10

SKIN AND SCUBA DIVING

Robert L. Goldberg
The Pennsylvania State University

There are three basic areas associated with the teaching of a scuba student skin diving
(pool); scuba diving (pool); and skin and scuba diving (open water). While these situations have
common problems, they are discussed separately in this chapter.

classes in skin and scuba diving have one inherent danger for associated with underwatet
activity is the unexpected loss of consciousness followed by physical injury anddrowning. The
primary safety concern of an instructor involved in teaching an undetWater activity is the
prevention of such possibilities through class procedures and organization. Secondary concerns
involve the common use of scuba equipment, and the maintenance of equipment for classes.
Final concerns are the use of safety equipment in class and the availability of the correct
equipment for pool and open watei classes in order to prevent accidents.

Skin Diving (Pool)

The skin diver is dependent on his ability to hold his breath, and therefore, he is tempted to
try no improve h)s breath-holding ability. Shallow water blackout involves hyperventilation and
the follpwing anoxic condition. Precautions should be taken in all, skin diving classes and
students should be warned against excessive hyperventilation prior tobreath-holding activities
associated with skin diving.

If mask, fins and snorkel are supplied to the class, care should be taken to use a disinfectant
solution following each person's use to prevent any possible spread of infections.

:Scuba (Pool)

Medical Problems. A embolism is the result of a scuba diver failing to exhale during
ascent. This is a major cdcern for the instructor when teaching a course in scuba. Preventive
steps must be ;aken before scuba is practiced in deep water in order n lessedthe chances of air
embolism. The following is the teaching sequence leading up to deep water ascents.

I. Fully cover the theoretical aspects of air embolism in the classroom or on the pool deck so
that the potential danger is understood by all students.

2.- Teach and stress the displacement methOd of snorkel clearing (clearing during ascent).
3. Introduce scuba in shallow water (less than 5'feet). Include skills and situations such as

mask flooding and clearing,'regillator.clearing with scuba, and horizontal and vertical
ascenis in shallow water before moving to deep water.

4. Practice controlled exhaled ascents when first using scuba in deep water.
Disin ectant solution should be used to cleanse regulator after class use for prevention of

spread f infections.
NOTE: Other medical problems (decompression sickness, nitrogen narcosis, etc.) while
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essential to the theoretical content of a scuba course. do not directly relatelo potential problems
of basic scuba classes in a pool setting and are not included here. 1
Equipment. A major concern to an instructor in basic scuba is the care .nd maintenance of
equipment The nature of the high pressure cylinders and de.tkind regulators make it essential
that proper precautions be observed to insure safe handling of equipment. In the case of
regulators. the scheduled yearly maintenance should include replacement of worn rubber parts
(diaphragm. high pressure seats) and proper ikijustiltent of intermediate and final pressures so
that there is no interruption of proper air flow. Adjustment and repair should be made by
qualified service personnel to insure proper functioning at all depths.

The high pressure cylinders or tanks are potentially the most dangerous piece of equipment
w ith which the scuba diser must deal It is imperative that the following safety precautions be
followed without exception:

I . Visual inspection of all cylinders at least once per year. `
2 Hydrostatic inspection of all cylinders at least once every fiveyears. Hydrostatic tests may

he repeated more often depending on the use of tanks. Recommended maximum interval
for tanks that are used frequently would he three years.

I Tanks stored for any period over sewn days should he in a supported vertical position with
300 to 500 pounds of air.

A tank filler station should he constructed in such a way that maximum protection is afforded
the opi:rator and any other person in the area. A tank filler station incl,Ies a compressor.
cascade storage system and filler station.

The compressor should be located in h separate room front the filler station and cascade
bottles It should have outside ventilation dnd located away from parking lot% or dnveways to
insure fresh pure air Manufacturer recommendations w ith respect to filter and oil changes and
replacement should he followed precisels . An automatic shutoff switi.h on the compressor
should he set to correspond to the working pressure of the cascade system.

The cascade sy stem is a set of air storage bottles. usually with a fill capacity of 300 cubic feet
each The minimum number of cascade bottles is usually three. with an unlimited inaximum
number These storage tanKs are subject to the same precautions as scuba cylinders (see page
601 and must he visually and hy drostancally inspected at the same intervals as scuba tanks.
Proper equipment for a cascades) stem includes. tank filler hose. air pressure gauge and vertical
supports for the sy stem (chained to the wall).

The filler station is the area in which the tanks are filled. There are many possible
arrangements fora filler station The) should be designed. however, to best protect the operator
in case ()flank failure. leading to explosion. Thernain components are the filler tank and water
supply Cold running water with automatit, overflow drain enables the tank to be filled in the
best environmentfor maintenance ot constant temperature. The filler tank itself can be made out
of metal, plastic.' stood or concrete. Whichever type is used. it should fit one of two
requirements 11 a metal station should be strong enough to withstand burst pressure of tanks
(1,(X)0 psi nummuit l since water transmits the force of explosion.or 2) in the case of non-metal
stations the force ot explosion through water is reduced and contain the exploding container
(example water in a plastic barrel surrounded by wood or concrete having an air space
in-between).
NOTE Other safety equipment used in class situations will he covered in he section on open
water experience

.
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Teaching Procedures. All scuba experiences Should he taught using the buddy sy stem. This
enables es cry person II the class to be under constant ()kers anon by at least one-other person at
all times whole learning scuba skills ..

All students should become familiar with safety equipment used in scuba diving. Use of
buoy inky compensators. sea view gauges. wet suits and emergency reserve sy stems should be



well pratised in a p dilation under the guidance of the instructor and in a buddy system
setting.

The Isuba instructor should be aware of the easiest accessible medical help in the dent an
emergent.) should arise during a scuba class. Not only does he need to know the location of
medical help, but also the nearest recompression facility.

Course Pre-requisites. -Prior to the beginning of the scuba course, each student should meet'
three requirements This enables the instructor to hal..e a common base from which to stars.

I Successfully pass a swim test consisting of. (a) a non-stop 300-yard swim /preferably
crawl stroke), (b) a 15-minute tread water (3 minutes no hands), and (c) a 45-foot
underwater swim without the aid of a push-off.
,Medical Exam an example of a medical history and examination form is Included on
pages 65 ,iind 66.-

3 Walser of liability Sample forms for individual consent and parental or guardian's
relbse :Ind indemnity agreement are presented on pages 63 and 6 respectwely.

Open Water Experience
Students participating in the operi water experience at the conclusion of a scuba course

should meet thefollowing criteria:
1 Complete medical form (see pages 65 and 66)
2 Complete waver form (see Forms. pages 63 and 6)
3 Satisfy minimum theoretical requirements through performance on a written exam.
4 Satisfy nlinimum practical requirements through perfomiame in pool tests.

In .1,1dition, all studcnts should be outfitted properly either through equipment supplied in the

worse.- tr by indi 'dual purshasemr rentals The list of equipment should include.
1 Mask
2 Fins

3 Snorkel
Tank(s)

1
Regulator

6 Sea %link gauge
7 Buoyancy, compensators

8 Wet Suit of needed)
Procedures for the open water disc w ill depend on the number of students, number of

instruLtors, equipment and disc. site Basic common procedures include.
1 Sinail teacher/pupil ratio one to one for the initial experience
2 DesLent line from surface to desired depth (with surftiCe float)

Communication signals cleared between divers before descent
4 1dequatc s isibility of possible) to establish regulator clearing. buddy breathing, pressure

equalization and mask cleating

Accessor) Personnel
Open 3.11r safety begins w ith the assignment of a qualified responsible person to assume the

role dis c master Each dicing team should be checked in and out by the disc master fur each
disc, Post dic information sheet should include. buddy team, air pressure in/out. time in/out,
weight used, and maximum depth achicA ed. dicer performance, and pass/fail.

If possible, a small power boat or rowboat should be on the water to aid divers in distress.
This heat tender should include Lenified dicer t le to help a student dicer in trouble.
Additionally. his Job would inclade looking out for other boats in the area.

pt ik,,n familiar with the tunstioning of scuba equipment should be stanoned on land to aid
in donning, doffing or rectifying any malfunction of equipment. The equipment manager is an
essenntil pan of the overall safety team.
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Course Records

Complete records for all scuba courses should be mdeltained. Record keeping, for liability
purposes, should include the following:

A. Pre-Course
I. Medical form (see pages 65 and 66)
2. Waiver form (see pages 63 and 64)
3. Swim Test Record

Names

SCUBA RECORD CARD

Section-

Term-Student No:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 25 27 28

29 30 31

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 ,4

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 25 27 28

c' 29 30 31 -

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 25 27 28

29 30 31

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 '18' 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 25 27 28

29 30 31

Physical Exam:

Date:

Poss Fail

Mask No.

Fin No.

No. of Abs:

B. Diving Course (see page )

I. Attendance (with lesson plans included)
2. Pool test results
3. Theoretical test scores
4. Recommendations for certification

C. Open-Water Dive
I. Date. Time
2. Buddy; Air pressure inlout; Time in/out
3. Weather Condition
4. Water Condition
5. Student Performance

(a) Equalization pass/fail
(b) Mask Clearing Pass/fail

(c) Regulator Clearing pass/fail
(d) Buddy Breathing. etc. pass/fail

.4.1. General Comments
D. Post-Dive Information

I. Certification recommended
2. Certification given (date)
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THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
The College of Health. Physical Education and Recreation

PARENTAL OR GUARDIAN'S RELEASE AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT
(To be completed by minority students only)

1

The undersigned. being the parent. guardian, or person haling the care and custody of
(I) does hereby consent that his (3)
may take the prescribed course in skin or scuba or participate in the diN mg actiNities and
instruction of skin and/or scuba dis, mg, and in consideration of (1)
of (4) permitting our (3)
to so participate, does hereby covenant and agree not to sue (1)
of (4) o' for any claim which may arise out of the
aforementioned actmty. and does further agree to indemnify and hold harmless the said
(1) of (4)
from any claim which our (3)
(I) may claim from the aforementioned activity.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the undersigned has hereunto set his/her hand and seal
this day of 19 _ .

Date Signature of Parent or Guardian

Date Signature of Student
_

Legend:

(1) Full name of the student
(2) Full name of course instructor.

- (3)-Son or daughter.
(4) Name oi. institution or organization sponsoring the course.
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THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
The College oc Health. Physical Education and Recreation

WAIVER, RELEASE AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT

For and in consideration of permitting (1) to enroll in and
participate in diving activities and class instruction of skin and/or scuba diving given by
(2) in the City of
County of and State of
beginning on the day of 19 the Undersigned hereby voluntarily releases,
discharges, waives and relinquishes any and all actions or causes of action for personal injury, property
damage or wrtngful death occurring to him/herselfarising as a result of engaging or receiving instructions
in said activity or any activities Incidental thereto wnerever or however the same may occur and for
whatever peri,x1 said activities or Instructions may continue, and the Undersigned does for him/herself,
her/her heirs. executors. administrators and assigns hereby release, waive, discharge and relinquish any
action or causes of action, aforesaid. which may hereafter arise for hun/herself and for his/her heirs.
executors. administrators and assigns prosecute, present any t /aim fos personal unury , property damage or
wrongful death against (3) or any of its officers, agents,
servants or employees for any of said caus 11---actether the same shall arise by the negligence of anyof said persons, or otherwis
IT IS THE INTEN-TION OF ( I ) BY THIS INSTRUMENT,
1:QE-XE:CfPT AND RELIEVE 1.1) FROM LIABILITY
FOR PERSONAL INJURY. PROPERTY DAMAGE OR WRONGFUL DEATH CAUSED BY NEGLI-
GENCE

The Undersigned. for hun/herselt, his/her heirs, executors, administrators or assigns agrees that in the
event any elan for personal injury property damage or wrongful death shall be prosecuted against
(") he/she shall indemnify and save harmless the same
1') from any and all claims or causes of action by whomever
of wherever made or presented for personal injuries, property damage or wrongful death.,

The Undersigned acknowledges that he/she has read the foregoing two paragraphs, has been fully and
completely advised of the potential dangers incidental to engaging in the activity and instructing of skin
and/or scuba diving, and is fully aware of the legal consequences of signing the within instrument.

WITNESS

DATED

Signature of Student

Signature of Parent or Guardian where applicable
Date of Birth
Age at Time of Course

years months

Legend
(1) Full name of student
(2) Full name of course instructor
(3) Name of institution or orgam/ation sponsoring the course
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MEDICAL HISTORY AND EXAMINATION FORM FOR TRAINING IN
SKIN AND SCUBA DIVING

To the applicant: Complete the medical history portion before examination by the doctor
To the physician: The bearer requests evaluation of his fitness for diving with scuba (self-contained
underwater breathing appaIatus) Besides assessment of his history, he requires a good general examina-
tion to include the folloWing medical considerations:

1 Diving involves heavy exertion sc he should be free of cardiovascular or respiratory diseases including
obstructive lung diseases.

2. All body air spaces, particularly the ears and sinuses must equalize presiure readily.
3. Impairment of consciousness underwater may likely result in death.
4. Lack of emotional stability seriously endangers not only the applicant, but also his companions.

Evidence of neurotic or panicky behavior should be evaluated before approval.

MEDICAL HISTORY
Name. Age: Sex:
Height: Weight.
(If any of the following questions require an explanation, use the space labelled "remarks," giving the
number of the question.)

I Have you had previous experience in diving? Yes No Have you done any flying? Yes
No If so, did you often have trouble equalizing pressure in your ears or sinuses? Yes
No Can you go to the bottom of a swimming pool without having discomfort in ears or sinuses?
Yes No _

2 Do you participate regularly in active sports? Yes _ No _ If so. specify what sports. If not,
indicate what exercise you normally obtain

3 Have you ever been rejected for service or employment for medical reasons? Yes No _ (If
yes, discuss with the doctor.)

4. When was your last physical examination? Month Year
5. When was your last chest X ray? Month Year

Check the blank if you have, or ever have had, any of the following. If so. discuss with the doctor.
6. Frequent colds or sore throat
7. Hay fever or sinus trouble
8. Trouble breathing through nose
9. Painful or running ear.

mastoid trouble, broken ear drum
10. Asthma or shortness of breath

after moderate exercise
11. Chest pain or persistent cough
12. Spells If fast, irregular,

or pounding heartbeat
13. Any kind of "heart trouble"
15. Frequent upset stomach, heartburn,

or indigestion
16. Frequent diarrhea or

blood in the stools
17. Belly or back ache lasting

more than a day or two
18. Kidney or bladder disease

blood sugar, or albumin
in urine.

19. Syphilis or gonorrhea
20. Broken bone, serious

sprain or dislocated joint.
21. Rheumatism, arthritis

or joint trouble
22. Severe or frequent headaches
23. Head injury causing

unconsciousness
24. Dizzy spells, fainting

spells, or fits
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25. Nervous breakdown or
periods of marked depression

26. Dislike for closed-in spaces.
large open places,
or high places

27. Any neurological condition
28. Train, sea, or air

sickness
29. Alcoholism, or any

drug or narcotic habit
30. Jaundice or hepatitis
31. Tuberculosis
32. Diabetes
33. Rheumatic fever
34. Any serious accident, injury, or illness not men:ioned above

MEDICAL REPORT

I have examined and reached the following conclusion
concerning his fitness for diving:.

Approval (I find no defects that I consider imcompatible with skin and scuba diving.)
Disapproval (Examinee has defects that I believe constitute unacceptable hazards to his health and

safety in skin and scuba diving.)
The following conditions should be made known to any physician who treats this person for a diving
accident: (Allergies, etc.)

M D.

(Signature) (Addresi) (Date)
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Chapter 11

SURFBOARDING

Henry F. Pohl
Love ladies, New Jersey

... _..,..

Surfboarding ranks third among popular individual aquatic sports, surpassed only by --
swimming and underwater diving. Over two million Americans participate in the sport. Of
these, 85 percent are males under 21 years of age. Surfing seems to have mystical powers on the
youths who live, sleep, and breathe it. With the development of the neoprene rubber suit,
surfers are able to enjoy surfing year-round. Water of 45 degrees or lower does not deter the
young surfers, for surfing contests are frequently held during the winter months.

Wherever there is access to waves and beaches, surfing schools have cropped up. These ...

provide the best means for a beginner to get siarted in surfing. Although many outstanding
surfers are self-taught, the process is long and arduous. With modern techniques, learning time
can be greatly reduced An expert surfing instructor can provide the essential knowledge in a
few, short lessons. From that point on it is a matter of dedicated arid patient practice. A beginner
must get out into the water and spend several hours each day working on his technique under
varying conditions. Every wave is a personal challenge, no two are alike.

Many beginners buy their boards first and then try to learn the sport. Instructors generally
give their students an oversized board which provides stability and buoyancy, for this type of
board is easiest to ride. Many youths, however,,want to own the latest and most fashionable
board These boards are designed for the expert who has mastered the basic skills and can
"ride-a-plank " Best practice for beginners is to follow the advice of a surfing school or surf
shop as to which board is most suitable and to try a number of them before buying one.

One does not become an expert surfer in a year or two. It is a difficult process under all
conditions From the physical standpoint, the smaller, agile surfer makes the more picturesque
and better surfer, the heavy six-footer needs powerful waves to push him through the water to
gain all the advantages the lighter surfer will enjoy. This is why the little man is the one who
gets mostof the accolades in this sport. However, when it comes to big wave riding, larger men
usually come out on top.

Accidents

There are relatively few fatalities from surfing accidents. Most surfing experts consider it a
comparatively safe sport However, statistics regarding accidents are limited. Most surfing
injuries are minor in nature and do not preclude the surfer from participation while recovering.
Disabling accidents are minimal because the surfer usually lands on a soft cushion, as compared
to an automobile accident victim who is flung onto a hard surface.

The greatest speed that a surfer travels is 25 to 30 miles per hour. H4 chances of surviving a
wipeout (a wave breakirg on top of a surfer, causing him to be knocked off his board) or a pearl
dive (the nose of the board knifing underwater) depends upon the amount of time the surfer
spends on the board during the ride Once a surfer overcomes the initial moments of the ride, he
can generally minimize any disaster by maneuvering the board into such a position that he will
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be free from Lo the plunging or flying board. Many surfers al'e aware of the pitfalls
of being wiped out by a wall of water and have trained themselves to hold their breath
underwater for 15 to 20 seconds or longer Once turbulence passes, the surfer is popped upward

and is free to fend for himself This type of condition exists where huge masses of water break
upon a shallow reef.

In the limited areas in which surfers are allowed to practice their sport, loose boards cause
many minor accidents which result in injury to the hear and torso. In the United States in 1977,
fairly reliable statistics revealed that five persons lost their lives in surfing accidents. One
well-known surfer lost his life by not practicing the safety rules of the Banzai pipeline, an area
m Hawaii noted for dangerous waves. The rule requires that when a surfer misreads a wave and
takes off incorrectly, he should dive back into the wave. This individual, who was an expert
surfer conditioned to riding deep water, forgot this cardinal rule and dove head first into the
shallow water receiving fatal injuries. Broken teeth and noses, cut eyebrows and chins, scalp
gashes, and broken nbs are some of the occupational hazards of surfing,., A properly trained
surfer knows the technique of nsing to the water surface after leaving the board in an
emergency Expenenced surfers believe that surfing is a safe sport and any injury is caused by
negligence. carelessness, and inexpenence on the part of the surfer. Surfing is a calculated nsk,

many consider a small price to pay for the precious moments of exhilaration realized as he
whips through a wild wave.

Unfortunately, some surfers regard it as a badge of honor to carry scars of the sport, wipeouts

and injuries make tremendous conversation for those days and nights when one is with his
closest friends and surfers.

Modern Surfboard

This ancient sport of the Polynesian kings was reborn with the advent of World War II. Prior
to that time, the West Coast was peppered with surf clubs. They had virtually all the beach front
illey could use for this sport. No limitations were placed upon the surfer or his club. During
those times the surfer used a board which required great strength to handle and paddle. The
toards were solid made of redwood and balsa and weighed 100 pounds or more. Modern

surf riding developed in the United States and the techniques and skills used by the West
Coasters have spread all over the world.

Early surfboards were standardized in length, width. weight and construction. In 1920,
,urfers began to experiment with various lengths and shapes of boards. Lightness made its
appearance with the introduction of the balsa board and, immediately after that, Tom Blakes's
hollow board The most popular boards were solid, 12 to 14 feet long, and difficult to carry and
maneuver in the water The invention of fiberglass cloth and polyester resin in the 1940's
enabled the surfer to expenment w ith ngidity and protection of the light, soft woods which were
used in surfboard manufactone Immediately after World War II, a complete revolution of the

took place with the appearance of foam boards. These boards were light, durable,
sensitise to movements, and presented a new challenge to the surfer The boards rapidly
supplanted the balsa and hollow boards.

Mini Boards

As surfers began to improve their techniques and discover new adventures in wave riding,
manufacturers sought new ideas to market their products in a highly competitive field They
engaged professional surfers to seek new avenues for the expression of their abilities. They
began to k.hange the shape, to shorten. and to lighten the boards by using higherdensity foams.

In 1968, the Mini Board. or the short board, with its various shapes and designs, was
introduced Its impact on the surfers was tremendous Within a very short time, the Mini Board
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proved that it was here to stay and has now, for the moment, replaced the heavy 10-foot foam
board.

One must be an expert surfer to handle this short, unstable, lightning fast board. The modern
surfer is no longer interested in riding the wave in the classic style of a Duke Kahanamoku. He
looks upon a wave as a challenge. He wants to "wring-out-the-wave," "shoot-the-wave,"
"climb-the-wail," "go-over-the-falls," cut right, cut left, and perform maneuvers never
before attempted The Mini Board answers his desires for freedom and accomplishment of
these feats This modern board is usefuly only for the accomplished surfer. Its riding techniques

are radical, the movements drastically different from those performed on the 10-footers. Only
laborioug and continuous practice result in the mastery of it. Professional surfers who represent
manufacturers are constantly changing and improving the modern board. If the present trend
continues, afair-foot disc made of foam will eventually be created, introducinga new venture
into the ancient sport of the Polynesian Kings.

Safety Equipment

There is a group of surfing enthusiasts who believe that participants should wear protective
equipment while surfing One item that has made inroads into the sport is the crash helmet
similar to the one worn by motorcyclists Many contestants dislike the helmet because they find
it cumbersome and a detriment once they are underwater. No contestant hasyet claimed that the
helmet has saved his life or prevented an injury Because the majonty of surfers who engage in
contests are expert enough to handle any emergency, the usefulness of the helmet is highly
controversial.

Another suggested safety item is the inflated or foam ski belt wrapped around the waist of the
surfer Not many have used it. but several surfing spokesmen feel this would be better than the
helmet Life jackets are a poor device because they need to be inflated before leaving the board.
Thus. if the jacket were inflated and worn on the board, it would be difficult for the surfer to
maneuver with it Most expert surfers frown upon safety devices, probably because they surf in
uncongested areas and know what they are doing. Under these circumstances they believe the
possibilities of serious injury are minimal The experts assume that surfers have a better chance
of survival if they are unhindered by headgear, waist belt, or a carbon-dioxide jacket.

The use of a surf leash has become universal among Mini Board users. This six-foot piece of
rubber cord. attached to the fin of the board and ankle of the surfer, saves him a long swim to
recover his hoard after a wipeout A point must be made regarding the use of the surf leash on
the Mini Board Since the Milli Board is 20 or less pounds in weight, the drag of a board out of
control in the surf is minimal The surfer can easily recover his board and survive any
turbulence which the wipeout produces This method of board control is not new. Tom Blake,
back in the 30's. devised such a method for board control after a wipeout. It wasn't successful
and was dropped quickly when it was discovered that a 100-pound board bouncing in a
turbulent w ave was no item to have attached to one's ankle With the advent of the Mini Board,
the idea was revived and it is a recommended piece of safety equipment today. Nevertheless,
the fundamental skill required of a surfer is that he be an expert swimmer.

Surfing Areas

With the approach of spring and summer, signs at the beach fronts sprout up to warn surfers
of the hours surfing is permitted A surfer has two alternatives. to surf early In the morning
before the beaches open for bathers and swimmers, or to surf after the beach closes in the early
evening Some municipalities have designated areas where surfers can surf all day. It is in these
areas that congestion and accidents occur Some areas are marked off by rock jetties, others by
wooden bulkheads or by buoys in the water. If surfers could be allocated more space,
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Figure 1. Cutting in front of another surfer about to take off can lead to collision and possible injury.

igure 2. Courtesy prevents accidents. The bottom surfer is about to "pull out" and swing his board

into the path of the other surfer.
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Figure 3. Because of shallow water, riding the wave all the way to the beacins *dangerous stunt.

Figure 4. Collision between surfers mullion hazard at crowded beaches and where waves are
small and close to shoie.
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congestion and its attendant accident potentials would be minimized.
Unfortunately, surfers often feel that they have.the right of way and incidents have occurred,

when surfers have literally surfed over swimmers and bathers with their surfboards. Such
discourtesy and lack of of consideration for others have created animosity and resulted in
surfers being banned from many areas. Many surfers do not observe safe habits. Many ride their
boards directly up to the beach. Some young surfers abandon their boards once they feel they
are going to be spilled The loose board is a hazard to bathers, and some beaches Justifiably
confiscate loose boards and require the surfer to pay a fine to recover his board.

Formal Surfboarding Instruction

in the opinion of this author, an instructional program in surfboarding should be divided into
two phases beginner and standard. The beginner course, comprising about five one-hour
lessons, would be intended for individuals who have had no previous formal instruction.

The standard course, of about seven hours, would be for those v. ho wish to perfect
the beginning skills and offer advanced techniques. Each lesson would Include an Introductory
lecture on the topic of the day ( ID minutes), demonstration and practice of skills, both land and
water (45 minutes), and a concluding question and discussion period (5 minutes). Variations
can be made in time and content to meet different situations.

. _

Surfboarding Today

Surfboarding has leveled off and the tremendous appeal the sport had during the past ten
years has dissipated. No longer is this the number one sport of the teenager. He has turned to
other sports,,which, at the moment, challenge and intrigue him. There is, however, a core of
surfe s who pursue the sport religiously. These are the former teenagers who were cauFht in the

impact of the sport and now have "grown-old," so to speak. Lack of agility and more
responsibility, have tempered this athlete to the degree that he no longer has the practice 'line or

time to surf to regain his former status as a top rider of the waves. Then, the cost of the Mini
Board and repairs have also placed a financial burden upon the Vorking surfer. So to
compensate for his lost physical skill, he has turned ao a longer, wider, and heavier board so he
doesn't need the agility of his former days. Therefore, the modern trend is to ride a seven-,
eight-, or even a nine-foot board which is easier to handle and gives a stable ride.

Since the sport of surfboarding has become less popular, many manufacturers have gone out

of business However, there are board builders around surfing areas who will build a board to
specification if so desired. So, with the boom dyer, more surfing area is available, the hassles
with the police and township authorities are at a minimum and surfing is back to normal for
those who seek the perfect wave and ride.
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